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Second presidential candidate
to visit Murray State campus

FUND DRIVE BEGINS — Sid Easley, members of the Calloway County chapter of the American Red Cross
Board of Directors, addressed a group of captains and workers at this morning's fund drive kickoff breakfast.
Looking on are Stuart Poston, co-chairman of advanced gifts for the drive, and Dr. Ronnie Babb,fund drive
chairman.

Dr James B Appleberry president of Pittsburg Kan
State
University. will be on the campus
of Murray Statc yob ersity bat:band Wednesday as one of the
finalists in . the presidential
search _
The 45-year-old Missouri flan% c
is Scheduled for several meetings
while on the campus. including
sessions with the board of regents,
the president. other top administrators. students. and fac iii
Ay and-staff
Appleberry. who has held his
present position since Januar%
1977, previously served as :ismstant to the chancellor and'as,lircctor of planning at the Universit% of
Kansas He also taught as the dottoral level as is professor of ad_
ministration, foundations and
higher education
He also served seVell years on
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Red Cross fund drive begins Juniors compete in Golden 100
Workers for the Calloway County chapter of the American Red
Cross fund drive began asking for
contributions today following a
kick-off breakfast for captains
and their workers.
The goal for this year's drivil,
which will last two weeks, is
$10,000, according to Lucy Wright,
executive director of the local Red
Cross chapter.
Red Cross activities include instructional classes in first aid,
Multimedia, CPR lecture, CPR
modular, canoeing, sailing, water
safety, advanced lifesaving and
swimming classes for infants and
tots, adult beginners, adult advanced beginners, children beginners, children advanced begin-

ners, children intermediates,
swim and stay fit, water exercise
and handicapped swimming..
•
Services provided include 24hour service for military
messagii;. veterans, widow and
dependiNts* assistance; home
visits with.household veterans and
widows; disaster relief for
families; and community referral
and projects.
"Red Cross is one of the few
organizations which embodies all
of the elements making it possible
to demonstrate our long ago instructions to 'Love thy neighbor as
thyself." Wright said. "We are
able to utilize our programs to
lend a helping hand to folks in
need."

Troop 77 overall winner
of'Klondike Derby'
Murray Boy Scout Troop 77 was
the overall winner of competitive
skill events in the recent Four
Rivers Council "Klondike Derby," held at the Boy Scout Reservation on Kentucky lake
The **Klondike Derby" is the
Scouts' enactment of the late 1800s
rally cry for thousands of men,
both young and old, of "North, to
Alaska," in hopes of finding gold
and great riches.
The magic names of that era included Fairbanks, Skarway,
Yukon Peak, Attu, Polar Cove and
Kodiak.
Today these names conjure up
the image of gold nuggets for Boy
Scouts in the Four Rivers Council
of Western Kentucky and
Southern Illinois
The fabled cities of the Alaska
gold rush live agnin for one day
each year as the council's'Scouts
participate in the derby.
The event is patterned after the
great Alaskan gold rush when
men moved primarily by dog sled
In their search for the elusive
golden horde.
The scouts move the same way,
by patrol, with one driver and the
other patrol members pulling a sled as the dog team.
Each patrol runs a specified
course from point to point following a map. The points of the
course are named for an Alaskan
city and each features a different
scouting skill which must be performed by each patrol.
The scouting activities practiced at the various check points in
the 1963 Klondike Derby held last
Saturday Included fire building
with flint and steel, cooking, use of
map and compam including compass course, practical first aid,
sign language communication,
knots and lashing including a
practical camp gadget.
In each area of the competitions, winning entries were
awarded gold nuggets, with the
patrol receiving the most nuggets
at the end of the contest being the
winner The patrols also lost and
gained points for the time consumed.
The competition began with a sled race cross-country for about
1,000 years.
To equalize the patrols, heats

were ran by age groups'Avith the 10
to 12-year-old heat being won by
Troop 65 of Calvert City and second place by Troop 200 of Lone
Oak.
In the 13 to 14-year-old heat,
Troop 77 of Murray and Troop 104
of Paducah tied for first place
while second place went to Troop
31 of Mayfield.
Overall winner, Troop 77 of
Murray, is sponsored by the First
Christian Church. Second place
winner in competitive skills was
won by Troop 6 of Paducah, sponsored by First Baptist Church
while third place ended in a tie by
(Continued On Page 2

mostly cl
Today mostly cloudy and turning colder with occasional
sprinkles. Temperatures falling to near 40 degrees by late
afternoon. West winds 10 to 15
miles an hour. Tonight and
Wednesday continued cloudy.
Lows tonight around 30 degrees
with northwest winds 5 to 10
miles an hour. Highs Wednesday in the low 404 with north
winds around 10 miles an hour.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
356.1
Kentucky Lake
356.1

today's index
One Section— 12 Pages
Classifieds
11
Comics
10
Crosswords
10
Dear Abby
10
Garrott's Galley
3
Horoscope.
4
Murray Today
4,5,6
Obituaries
12
Perspective
3
Sports
II,9

MISS
TOMS PAM!
Subscribers who hove not
mewed their home delivered
copy of The Sense Wpm I Times
by 5 30 p rn. Monday-Friday or
by 3.30 p m Saturdays ore urged
to call /53-1916 between 5:31
P.S. end 6 p.a., Meshy Wires* hi-,sr 3:31 p.m. eel 4 p.m. Seer.
deys.

Chairman of the dtive. is I)r
Ronnie Babb. University chairman is Dr. Frank Julian. Mayor
Holmes Ellis. Stuart Poston and
Paul Kiesow are in charge of advanced gifts.
Captains for the drive include
Tom-my • 'Alexander, Alice.
Koenecke, Bill Barker. John
(;regory, George Stockton. Robert
0. Miller, Keith Hayes, Helen
Fowley, Stan Key. Irma
LaFollette, and Peggy Billington
Workers for the drive include:
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Murray State Utuyersity is at
tempting to find the slate's top too
juniors and three Callowayty students are eligible for
sideration
The (VHS juniors w
chosen
from a group of sr% rfl 41111
finaliALs to compete in MM .
Golden 100 scholarship competi
Lion
The seven semi-finalists from—
were Tony Melton, Gina
Brown. Jay Herndon, Evy Jarrett,
Renee Taylor, Jennifer Rice and
Bill Chaney Thv three chosen to
compete in the Golden 100 program are Melton, Brown and
Herndon
These three will be among 50,000
high school juniors competing in
the scholarship program
To be eligible for consideration.
each nominee was required to
have scores within the. 90th
percentile on a nationally standardized test. preferably the Kentucky required(TM given at the
10th grade level
Through the Golden i00 competition, outstanding high school
juniors from throughout the Commonwealth were tested in
English. math, natural science
and SOrtal'science
From all nominees. the most
outstanding were chosen based on
scads-mu' achievement. - -school
and community service, leadership, creativity, and personal
qualities which contribute to sue-

(tits

Those selected for inclusion In

OUTSTANDING JUNIORS - Seven Calloway County High School
juniors were recently chosen by a faculty and staff panel as semifinalists in Murray State University's Golden 100 scholarship competition program Three of the seven were chimsen to represent the
school in the state-wide competition. l'he seven semi-finalists are.
from left, front row, F:vy Jarrett, Renee Taylor. Jennifer Rice and
Bill Chaney Back row, Tony Melton, Gina Brown and Jay Herndon
Melton. Brown and Herndon were the three chosen to compete in
M.SU 's endeavor to find the top 100 juniors in the state. Approximately 50.000 juniors will be considered
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'1940s Radio Hour'to be fourth MCMA concert
Murray Civic Music Association
presents its fourth concert lit the
season, "The 1940s Radio Hour,"
Broadway's swinging '40s
musical-comedy hit. at 8 p m
Wednesday, March 16.
Presented in co-operation with
Murray State University. it will be
staged at Lovett - Auditorium.
Written by Walton Jones, -The
1940's Radio Hour" will feature an
on-stage orchestra and lively cast
of actors, singers and dancers —
truly a charming show to delight
all ages.
Kathryn R. Carman, MCMA
vice president for public relations.
said, **We are delighted offer this
show as a replacement for
'Cabaret.' Although we realize
some of our members were
especially looking forward to
'Cabaret.' we of the board are convinced this is a quality show with
professional attributes superior to
whet 'Cabaret' has to offer. While
we apologize to that segment of
our audience who are disappointed that 'Cabare4' was forced
to cancel its tour, certainly the
replacement needs no apology.
'We all owe a debt of gratitude
to Dr. William Parsons, vice
president for programming, and
to Dr. Richard Reichmuth, vice
president for production, for their
professional expertise in securing
this superior show and arranging
for special technical effects on
ridatively short notice.".'
The play is a recreation of a live
radio broadcast in December 1942
— complete with a giveaway contest, comedy routines, a narrated
drama, commercials, jitterbug

'1940s Radio Hour'
numbers ( which home audiences
hominy after a successful twonever saw), and songs made
month run in Dallas. Echoing the
famous by Glenn Miller, Duke'Ellsentiments of Dallas audiences.
ington, Artie Shaw,Cy Oliver. Les Diane Werts wrote in The Dallas
Brown and others. The theater auMorning News, "Songs like 'AI
dience is led to belive it is sitting
last' and 'I'll Be Seeing You' and
In the audience tor- the popular 'Boogie Woogie. Bugle Boy' and
"Mutual Manhattan Variety 'Blues in the Night*" They gotta be
Calvacade" program being broad--, great. And they are.
cast by WOV from the Hotel Astor
This performance is sponsored
in New York City's Times Square
by Murray Civic Music AssociaThe show is now touring nation in conjunction with Murray

State University It is financed -in
part by the Kentucky Arts Council
with funds from the National Endowment for the Arts.,
It will be staged at I.ovett
Auditorium on the Mal campus
Admission is by season membership or MSU Student ID card
Also, single admission memberships may be purchased at the
door For more information.
telephone 753-2368 or 753-1285
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Paschall earns outstanding farmer award
RICHMOND, Va
Mark
Paschall of Murray was one of
seven Kentucky burley producers
recently saluted as Outstanding
Young Tobacco Farmers by
Philip Morns U S A and the
University of Kentucky
The . young tobacco farmers
were recognized for their accomplishments as producers of
the world's highest quatity burley
and as leaders in their communities at the fifth annual
Outstanding Young Tobacco
Farmer Awards and Recognition
Banquet on Feb 24 in Richmond.
Va
Addressing Kentucky's SC V en
awarders and 17 other award recipients at the banquet, Hugh
TOBACCO FARMER — Mark Paschall at Mainly (canter) was
Cullman chairman and chief expresented the Outstanding Young Tobacco Farmer award by Ted
utive officer of Philip Morris
Howard (left), Calloway County Extension agent; and Hugh
U S A . said.
We Jook
Cullman,
chairman and chief executive officer at Phillip Mania
Amen( an producers for more and
U.S.A
more of the quality leaf that IS the
env) of the tuba( co world That's
(*unman said, As the world
commemorative plaques as part
why Philip Morns sisinsors this
tobacco market grows, we feel
of the Outstanding Young Tobacco
award
to era ourage young proAmerican producers can regain
Farmer Program Philip Morns
dui crs to provok our
intheir dominant position by proU S A initiated the program in
dustr with Ow resources for the
viding increased quantities of
1978 with the cooperation of the
big job of building America's positobacco at competitive prices We
Agncultural Extension Services
tion in an expanding and hanging
look to people like you for leaderand land grant universities in
world tobacco market "
ship in restoring that dominance " tobacco states, and the West
the IiiSs of world znarket
Kentucky's burley growers
Virginia Department of
share by U S tobacco producers,
received $500 cash awards and
Agnculture The award winners,

who must be under age 35, are
selected for contributions to
tobacco affairs, community life;
and the management of tobacco
farming operations
The award-winning burley
farmers represented Kentucky.
Tennessee. Virginia. and West
Virgima. An idemtoral program is
conducted in flue-cured-producing
states
Other Kentucky's Outstanding
Young Tobacco Farmers are
Terry E Bay, Brooksville, Ki:van
Evans, Georgetown, Gary R.
Gilbert, Danville. Larry Handy,
Greensburg. Bert W Jolly,
Sonora, and David M(4:lone,
Grayson

DECA COMPETTTION — Representatives from about MI west
Kentucky chapters at the Kentucky Association of the Distributive
Education Clubs of Ainarica(DECA) ware an the campus at Murray
State University Monday for the DECA Regional Career Development Confaranos. Keith Musligrow, loft, an MSU freshman and
member at the university's DECA Club helped supervise-a competition avant involving advertising Layout and design. Judges for the
competition were Sam McNeely,second from kit visiting lecturer in
the management and marketing department at MSU and Kate
Reeves, representative of the Murray Ledger & Timm. Micheal
Lamb,right, a senior at South Hopkins High School, worts on his pro)ect for the competition.

Bonk investigation
continues, Butcher
• may not testify

tlibiler0

KNOXVILLE. Tenn 'APi
A
congressional subcommittee investigating the collapse of United
American Bank of Knoxville may
subpoena former bank Chairman
Jake Butcher if he declines to
testify, the panel's lawyer says.
Ted Jacobs. chief counsel for
the House Government Operations Committee's subcommittee
on commerce, consumer and
monetary affairs, said Monday
that Butcher's lawyer, Jim Neal,
told bun Friday the banker would
decline an invitation to testify
before the paneV
"Neal gave many reasons, but
you had better get them from
Julie Pittman, a fifth grade stuhim," Jacobs said
dent at East Elementary School.
Neal. who helped prosecute the
won first place honors Saturday at
Watergate case and successfully
the Calloway County Education
defended ElvLi Presley's doctor,
Association-sponsored spelling
wouldn't comment when reached
- bee
by telephone at his Nashville ofPittman won $15 and the chance
fice
to compete in district -spelling bee
Wendell Potter, Butcher's
competition at F'armington spokesman in Knoxville, said he
Elementary School on March 26.
thought Butcher was planning to
Second place was earned by
testify
Todd Wyant, a fifth grader at
"He had expressed a willSouthwest Elementary School lie ingness to appear before the subreceived a prize of $10
committee." Potter said. "But he
Angela Boyle an eighth grade also felt that he needed more time
student...at..Calloway County Mid- to prepare his materials to be able
dle School, claimed the third place to answer questions."
award and was presented $5.
But Potter said he hadn't talked
Eight students were parwith Butcher in several days and
ticipants in Saturday's finals at Later he referred a reporter to
('('MS
N.Neal

Spending bill headed for cuts
WASHINGTON (APIA 63.9
million package of recessionrelief spending, $1 billion slimmer'
than the version passed by the
House, is heading to the Senate
floor where more cuts are being
ProIxeed.
The bill was approved Monday
on a voice vote by the Republicancontrolled Senate Appropriations
Committee-;arid-thelllit'Setuite is
expected to take up the proposal
Friday.
Easy passage has been
predicted, although Sen. Mark
Hatfield, H-Ore., chairman of the
conunmittee,said he plans to seek
a 1373 million reduction in spending on the federal jobs portion of
the bill. Sources, speaking on the
condition they not be identified,
said President Reagan asked Hatfield to seek the cut.
The House was set to take up the
$165 billion Social Security reform
legislation on Wednesday, but
lawmakers still were disputing
whether they should include a provision raising the retirement age
from 65 in the future.
The bill already has been approved by the Ways and Means
Committee. House Democratic
leaders say only two amendments

Julie Pittman wins
first place award
in spelling bee

GOVERNOR'S ENDORSEMENT — Gov. John.Y. Brown Jr. has
proclaimed this week as "Musk In Our Schools Week" In Kentucky
and is pictured above with state music educators and representatives train Kentucky Music Educators Aasociation. From left is,
Bob Elkins, state music coordinator; Tom Brawner, Music teacher
at Franklin County High School; Hick Moreno, music teacher at
Western Hills High School, Frankfort; Hobert Hartwell, presidentelect of the Kentucky Music Educators Association; and Gov Brown.

will be allowed to the package.
House Energy and Commerce
Chairman John Dingell, D-Mich.,
pursuing his investigation into the
Environmental Protection Agency's management, told reporters
his subcommittee has received
"sworn, direct testimony" of
wrongdoing in EPA.
Dingell said he would discuss
the testimony from EPA staff
members in a session with Justice
Department officials. His is one of
six congressional panels probing
an array of allegations involving
the agency's handling of the $1.6
billion "superfund" project to
clean up hazardous waste sites.

Scouts...
(Continued From Page 1)
Troop 31 of Mayfield, sponsored
by the First Christian Church and
Troop 200 of Lone Oak, sponsored
by the United Methodist Church.
A total of 168 boys participated
in the day-long affair, representing 18 patrols.in the council's 10county area which includes Livingston County, the eight Jackson
Purchase counties and Massac
County in Illinois.
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The SNAPPER front
tine tiller will tackle the
roughest gardening
chores with ease Tilling width can be increased from 26"to 36"
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tough SNAPPER tiller
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EPA leadership attacked

a.

•

Make no mistake, the deepening scandal that is
slowly tearing the guts out of the already bedridden
U.S. Environmental.Protection Agency is no result
of mixed signals or renegade commanders flouting
official policy. From the start and out in public. the
Reagan admuustratin announced it was prepared
not only to play ball with polluters, but to bend over
backward for them. The way the president saw it,
environmental controls were merely corks bottling
up the true potential of American industry And he
vowed to pop those corks
What he didn't appreciate
if he ever gave it a
passing thought -- was that while his campaign
rhetoric made him the toast of waste producers all
over the country, his hands-off policies were going
to unleash more than pent-up productivity. As
poisonous liquid wastes began flowing into landfills.
as unsuccessful efforts were made to wreck the
Clean Air Act, as charges surfaced that cleanups
were being delayed after luncheons with corporate
brass and as' punishment to political enemies. a
backlash began to build.
In its first ranks were beleaguered professionals
at the agency who could no longer sit still as the
EPA's mission was perverted. Then Congress.
smelling a chance to embarrass the president into
retreating from his crusade to soften environmental policy, leaped in whooping. Where the shrieks of
the Sierra Club had failed to move the president, the
political fallout finally has.
But the time is over for backing and filling. Even
feisty Rita M. Lavelle, tilt dismissed chief of the
EPA's Superfund, is complaining to Congress about
no leadership at the top" of the broken agency.
Her boss, EPA Administrator Anne McGill Burford, has not exactly been high on Lavelle either:
She had the president give Lavelle the boot when
she persisted in hanging around at posh restua rants
with executives whose companies were in trouble
with the agency. And Burford invited the same influence from polluters and businesses she was supposed to be regulating. Her top adviser until this
summer was one James W. Sanderson, who at the
time was on the payroll of a waste management
company whose continued profitability required
favorabe EPA rulings.
No, the president can't sweep away the scandal
• by routine weekly rounds of firings - recent fall
guys were EPA Inspector General Matthew N.
Novick and Assistant Administrator John P.Horton. The jig is up. There must be a thoroughgoing
housecleaing, starting with the discharge of Burford and her replacement by a competent.
dedicated professional and ending with a statement
by the president thatle intends to faithfully uphold
the environmental laws of the land. If that doesn't
happen soon, the EPA will remain crippled,
bureaucratic carrion rotting in the spotlight of partisan exploitation. •
•
And in a highly hazardous age of Love Canals and
Times Beaches, in a tine when new environmental
threats arise daily and the earth's old scars refuse
to heal, to tolerate diversion,even for a few months,
the mission urgently at hand is not only bad policy.
• but ultimately disastrous politics.
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garrotes galley

by m.c. garrott

Payment of$100 Depression year debt
proves honest people still in the world
Every now and then something
happens to renew (ine's faith in
tzutnkind There are, it is refreshing
to know, still sonic honest people in
the world.
This is reflected in something local
insurance man Jimmy Fain told me
the other day It's more or less a sequel to a column I wrote late last fall
about jimmy's grandparents. Mr
and Mrs Elmo Fain at Lynn Grove
At the time, they were preparing to
observe the 70th anniversary of their
marriage on nee. 28.
Among other things, the column
told how Mr Fam's father, Tom, had
been in the grocery- and hardware
business here in Murray with a _Mr
Tom Bell in the early 1930s and how
difficult it was for themduring the
Depression years
Well, , somehow and copy of that
column made its way to Detroit and
into the hands of a lady whose mother
had lived in Murray during those
years When she left, however, moving to Detroit. the mother had left owing Mr Fain and Mr Bell $100 in unpaid grocery bills
This, apparently'. lay heavily on
her c-onscience through the years,
because as she was in the twilight of
her life and before her death, she told
her daughter about the debt. She aLso
mad' thedaughter promise that if
she ever heard anything about Mr
Fain or Mr Bell, that she. would sec
that the bill was paid
After reading the column on the
Earns' 70th wedding anniversary . the
(laughter cavilled Myrtle
Mrs.
Harold Douglas, Mrs Fam's halfsister and who lives here in Murray,
and got the younger Mr Bell's ad-

iii

Sh then promptly wrote a check to
ham for the WE owed the grocer%
these jn plus years by her mother And
writ it to him along with belated eon
gratulation?. to Nlir and Mrs Farn on
then many years elf marriage
• • •
I had the pre% ilege a couple weeks
ago of seeing my first Krutin lc%
Wilde ats basketball 't!atne in Rupp
Arena
thanks to /lamp and liar
bara Frain and Jeri-% .111(1 lie,,
Owen'. Jerre
tliorn
ii t il
remember. was with the 1t1 ITC Welt
at %fume% State for Ne% efal %eat
before retiring and moving ti I elk.
_ ington _
('We athryn and I Mid Jeff And
tnw builds . Gary Galloway
see the Kentucky -Tennessee 1.:'t
:!.etiil:
te
which Vi us played in the 23 ono ,eat
arena on Feb efe'. and 14 hi' h K en hick) won
I have seen a couple of state hu;ti
school basketball b puma ii teas In
Rupp Arrna, but it was never full for
them It. was full for the Tennessee
game. and I can attest to the fail that
they have a wild bunch of fan., up
there They are on their feet it er%
time the Wildcats get the bail, You
get plenty of leg and kite, Wt.., /sr
getting up and down
if %ion w ant ii
see what's going on on the floor
One thing we witnessed that after
nevi, and which 1 will ha% r no pro
blem remembering. was the
way in which the universit% paid
tribute. to its three senior players
Charlie Hurt. Dirk Muinefield and
Derrick Hord
who that day were
playing their last scheduled , home
game as Wildcats.
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Drunk driving laws reinforced

Noltirray Ledger & Times

Intl.: I'
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The U.S. Supreme Court strongly reinforced the
ability of. local jurisdictions to convict drunk
drivers and thereby to reduce the death and
mayhem thera re causing on the nation's highways.
The court recently said that any driver who
refuses to take a blood-alcohol test will have this
fact used as evidence against him in a criminal
trial. Obviously, this will strengthen the successful
prosecution of those who violate the tough new
drunk-driving laws in some states.
Had the court sustained the South Dakota decision that held the use of this evidence violates a
driver's Fifth Amendment right against selfincrimination, prosecutors would not have been
able to tell juries that defendants had refused to
take the tests. And who under these circumstances.
except cold-sober drivers, would ever submit to
such a test?
Indeed, arguments that refusing the test is a right
protected by the Fifth Amendment are completely
spurious. In applying for and accepting a motor
vehicle operating license, citizens tacitly give the f•
government authority over driving that would be inappropriate interference in other aspects of their
lives. The clear reason for this derives from the
potential threat posed to - other persons by every
driven vehicle.
Moreover, the Supreme Court decision was a
logical extension of its 1966 ruling that permitted
police to force drivers to take a blood-alcohol test.
Most states, however, have refused to force the
tests on drivers to prevent violence between
drunken.motorists and police...
The court's new ruling is especially appropriate
inasmuch as the 25.000 Americans killed annualy by
drunken drivers represent approximately half of all
American servicemen who died during all of the
Vietnam War.
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"We're having trouble firing a few people from the EPA, Mr. President...
They keep shredding their pink slips."
by john cunniff
business mirror

thoughts
in season

NEW YORK Al'
When l'resi
dent Reagan talks about cutting the
bureaucracy he generally means cutgtbr number of government
tmg
by Ken Wolf workers But, it is alleged, governIt is a chief tenet of Conservative
ment bureaucracy has invaded the
political thought that, because of
private sector also
what Christians call "original sin-. NA/WY is mare Wo tiling to say so
men'cannot be trusted If
than the nation's financial instituwill
be
put everything to a vote, men
tions, now campaigning for repeal of
Influenced by their emotions to
is law that would have them deduct 10
choose apparent short-term gain
percent of dividend and interest
over real long-term wisdom.
payments beginning July 1
This idea is reflected in this
As some of them view their assi npassage from The Conservative
inent, it is almost forced labor
Kind, a classic study of modern conBecause of a federal action, it is they
servatives in Brthan and America
who will have to deal with customer
written by Russell Kirk:
complaints and it is they who will
The individual is foolish, but
have to do the government's bookthe species is wise: prejudices
keeping
prescriptions
and
and
But the bureaucracy seems to have
presumptions are the inspread into the private sector even
struments which the wisdom of
more widely, as suggested by
the species employs to
changes in the size of occupations
safeguard man against his own
during the 1970s Accountancy grew
passions and appetites.
twice as fast as total employment.
These words, according to Kirk.
adding 335,000 jobs.
paraphrase the central idea of the
Some of this change resulted from
"father" of modern Conservatism.
an emphasis on f.puineial manageEdmund Burke 1729-17971.
ment, following the undisciplined
growth of many companies during
Plans currently are underway for a
the 1960s But the group also includes
second printing of Ken Wolf's
Income tax advisers, tax specialists,
"Thoughts In Soason.4 a paperback
collection of the author's columns and others Whose sole job is to ferret
out and exploit the maze of tax and
which have appeared in the Murray
& Times. There will have to other regulations.
So involved with tax regulations
requests for the book to warrant a second printing. These wan- has accounting become that a naWig to order tin book, at tk Per copy tionally recognized certified public
for admit* orders, &odd contact accountant recently commented
good nsturedly to.husinennnan that
&MSHort atH.40%.

=

Ymi re Ju.st .1 tol:.•,111,,t,
I In a
financial engineet '
He explained that bee
to%
understanding af the fine points if
law, finance. eie I otinting
an,' insurance. and how through the
omputers they
null be fitted
together with little-known aspe( ts elf
the tax law, he eould almost
manufacture money •The Federal
Reserve isn't the only Iine
The legal profes.sion e•sparide(t hs
;0 percent to 220.000 in the 1";u. Mal
Carol Boyd Icon, an economist with
the Bureau of I.abor Statistic's.
blames,the increase in part to a prolifer:Ilion of complex new laws
Need you be told that the number of
economist doubled, to about 140,000"
While many of them were employed
by securities. in% estment and
numagement consulting firms. many
of them also were used in an attempt
to read government policy
.
To be sure, many of the accountants. lawyers, tax specialists and
econinnists would have found their
jam no matter what the federal
government did, becau.se all are part
of the shift to white collar and service
jobs
It was a profound shift Ms I Ago,.
writing In the Bureau of Labor
Statistics' "Monthly Review,"
observes that one-half of the 16
million new-jobs created from 1972
to
1980 were professional, technical or
clerical.
During the same period the
number of blue-roller jobs shrank
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Thirty years ago
Engem- Robertson, sophoinor c at
Kirksey High Schist!. was selei lt-41 by
Supervised'Farming t'enninitter as
having outstanding farming progfaiti
lel all classes hie' is the son of Mt and
Mrs James Itoberts,in
The Re% I )r% iti All%t111. 11.1stair
College Presbyterian Chia' h. spike
about -Value of liotitnes'' at ineeting
of the •Murray High Se hr..,1 Parent
Teacher Association
Bettie JI) Cochran, 4Iaioditer of Mr
and Mrs Tom Cochran, and Iftirtiel
Burton, son of Mr and Mrs W Ye
Burton, were married Feb Ii at I 'or
idth.
Mrs A'INr and lwen spoke about
"Spring Planting and Summer Care
of Roses- itt meeting of the Garden
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club
Sharpe beat Brewers and New Concord beat Hardin in games of Fourth
District !light School Basketball
Tournament High team scorers
were C.H I hinigan for Sharpe'. I.arry
Treas for Brewers, Ronald Adams
for New Concord and Joe Redden for
Hardin. according to- Joe Wilson

‘s.
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Steely member of singing group
The Calloway County
High School Chamber
Singers. tinder the direction of. Lavaughn R
Wells. have been selected
as one of 10 choirs to

leading role in the
Yuletide Songe Feaste
Madrigal dinner for
years
He is active in 4-H,
FFA. Beta Club and Pep
Club

is the
!Aland Steel) .
son of Walter .and .lane
Steels

Helen Cole was hostess
for the meeting of the
Penny Homemakers Club
held Monday. Feb 21. at 1
p m at her home
The major lesson on
••Mixing Foods and
Drugs" was presented by.
Marelle Farless
A lesson about "Planting and Setting Trees in
the Spring" was given by
Murrelle Mackey.
Kathryn Walker read
the scripture from 1 Corinthians 13 Huth Parker.
president. presided
Refreshments were
served by Mrs. Cole.
Other members present were Modena Butterworth, Elsie Williams.
Violet Johnson and Artie
Morris Two visitors were
Gladys Mitchell and Ruth
Nanney
The next meeting wW
be Monday. March 21.
1 p m at the home of Mrs
Butterworth

1

Leland Steely
He is active in the
Calloway County High
School (*Iowa! I)(pa rtmerit and has been in
Chamber Singers for two
years Previously he Was
in Ff
Ste•4•1 sings bass in Columbia Blues vocal jai/
ensemble and has had a

RENT-TO-OWN
NO CREDITORS CHECKED!
CALL TODAY AND RENT
THE APPLIANCE YOU NEED!

ournAno•

460 LONG TERN
•Of UVERY & SERVICE INCLUOS
•NEN EY PRONE

0
CALL NOWI
JOIN THE
COLORTYME
FAMILYI
S.
um MICAS LA/KA ST /WIC TO pins $vs nu

TYME)
TV•Video•Audio•Appliances

759-4487
• ••

204 S.-4th

ft:A .14(11••• •110.111

AM,COT•••• -

The bride-elect is an
order administrator w ith
Harris Data COMfil uni( bons. Inc
Young is a
Mr
graduate of Murray High
School and Murray State
University He is a
medical products
specialist with Travenol
The wedding will be
solemnized on Saturday.
April 9. at the Preston
!follow Presbyterian
(liurch. Dallas. Texas

kir

.110 SECURITY DEPOSIT

Census at Murray Calloway - County
Hospital for Friday.
March 4, was 166 adults
and 12 in nursery
Newborn admissions
were as follows
Barbara Smith and
baby. boy. 105z Clark St.
Deidre Guthrie and
-baby girl. Shady Oaks
Trailer Court. Melissa ,Berry and
baby boy. 1125 Belmont

St., Parts, Tenn
Dismissals were as
follows.
Mrs Mary F: • Baker.
216 Irvan St.; Mrs
Virginia L. 1)ouglas. 1502
Johnson Blvd.: Russell
ft Kyler, Rt. 6, (Tadiz;
Mrs Ladonna C. Sims,
909 Story; Mrs. Barbara
A Weatherly. 501 South
16th St : Kerry I) Hurt,
RC 3. Benton:
Mrs Allyn G Nowak.
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/0 Off Ladies
Levi Bendover Slacks

The Entity(R)
Used 0.a boo Story

Ladies Nylon Wallets
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The Baptist Women of
Elm Grove Baptist
Church met for a home
ims.son study of book.
Sodbuster by Phillip
Thompson at church on
Monday. Feb. 28 at 10
a in.
This book follows the
footsteps of five church
planners working from
Manchester. N.H., to
Atlanta. Ga., to diappver
the rewarding task of
beginning churches

Lavine Carter. study fide Ina friend who talks too
chairman, was in charge. much Business discussions
are fruitful.
She was assisted by piscEs
Juanita Lee, Jimmie Lee
• Feb. 19 to mar.20)
Carmichael, Electa
Don't MIX friendship and
F u 1 k er son , Bobbie business today. Quite frankly.
Burkeen and June Crider. amend may be out of his dep.
Special prayers were th. youv receive good advice
led by Mable Blalock. about a personal matter
Mildred Georin and YOU BORN TODAY do not
Letha CosseY for areas of crave the limelight, but prefer
home mission work.
a background position. You'd
The call to prayer was make an excellent public serby Mrs. Carter. Also pre- vant and may be drawn to
sent were Evelyn Alex-some field In. which you can
ander and Mildred Cook. help others.
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THE GREATEST NATIONAL
SALE IN AMERICAS
FURNITURE HISTORY!
IN MURRAY AND IT'S AT
DUNN FURNITURE WHSE.

Off Men's Levi Shoes

SAVE

sheisOwel St. 713-3311
I

Very Limited Supply Of
Ladies Jordache Belts

Got A Ladies
Leather Levi Soh
tor 112 hic.

SAVE 10.,20'1. 30%.On EVEN UP TO SO%
OFF ON EVERY ITEM IN EVERY
DEPARTMENT THURSDAY. MARCH 10!
SEE.
THE LARGE AD IN'

A $23 Purchase

Basic Levis stmightc.t,Soot, Reif ei eiN
$1 599 "Year-Round" Price

THAT'S IT Levies

SEE. . . Mirricy Ledger & rime.
BASSEKT'S NATIONAL COMMERCIALS
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Olympic Plaza Murray
Hwy.641 N.

Focus event at church

maumuus
Elm Grove Baptist Women (Jan.
20 to Feb. 181
.
.
It's time to consolidate your
control c•ovier 713-3314 mission study conducted
gains careerwise. Don't con-

& Ladies Prewashed
Jeans
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Frances Drake
FOR WEUNFSI)AY
MARCH 9, 1983
What kind of das will tumor.
row be" To find out what the
star say. read the forecast
given for y our birth sign.
ARIES
e
'Mar 21 to Apr 191 1r
e—.-*
The personal touch is not
favored in career dealings
Work from behind the scenes
Increased concentration aids
studs
TAURUS
Apr 20 to %is 20.
The accent is on cultural
pursuits rather than business
matters Partners work in
tandem
You'll agree on
mutual goals
GEMINI
'
May 21 to June 20 •
Friends and loved ones
tempt you to extravagance,
but a methodical approach to
business matters puts you in
the driver's seat
CANCER
June 21 to July 221 40
0
Consult with teachers about
a child's progress. Meetings,
with advisers lead to imporale Lee iessel
tant insights and recommento marry Eddie Bruce Young
dations.
LEO
'July 23 to Aug 22'
Morning brings work progress. but later you may
805 College Court; Miss Fleetwood B. Crouch, Rt. Benton: Mrs Anita
slaeken efforts Common
Maria D Jennings Bt 8: 7: James H. Nance, Rt. 1. Crouse, Rt. 2; Man-in sense is needed
about a
Mrs Diane C. Under- Cottage (;rove, Tenn.; Holland expired l 1624 residential or fanuly concern.
wood, 1531 oxford: Mrs. ()cyan D. Kerr. Almo:
College Farm Rd.: Mrs. vilt60
Margaret .1 Coltharp. Itt
Mrs. Ounia Thcker. F3 Nene Hahs expired Aug 23 to Sept
I. Mayfield, Mrs. Linda Murray Manor: Mrs. Long - Term Care Unit. Though a loved one is mchn.1
IIol'r.t
2, Edith E. McK inzie, Murray-('alloway. County.ed to go to extremes when parBuchanan Tenn., Steven Lakeland Wesley Village, Hospital.
•
, tying. you'll still get valuable
•
feedback about shared inHt. 1. • Hardin
terests.
Robert (: Tubbs, Ht. 2.
'Sept. 23tohct 22,
Dover, Tenn ; .JaMes A.
Talks related to job matters
I) ndrea. Rt: 5;
The WMU of Elm red roses.
go well, but a relative is inclinJonathan M. Graves. 1709 Grove Baptist Church
ed to talk too much or make
Audubon; Charles Ver- observed W1141/
Focus Love was carried out in grandiose plans.
non Sykes, Rt. 2. Dover, Week with a • Valentine the other decoration.s.
SCOIU'IO
Tenn., Miss pixie L. banquet on Monday.
The program was Oct 23 to Not;.2-1
C
Howard. • Rt. 1. Cottage 14. at 6 p.m.- m the directed by Mrs.- Albert Be careful not to nt'fI
overlook
Grove.' Tenn.:- Mrs. Elva fellowship hall of the Crider, director. A skit
details or to misplace
J Coleman. 811 South church.
was given by Mrs.('rider valuables. Intellectual work is
Fourth St.
favored.(-Fent ive types exGuests were members and Lavine Carter.
Mrs Gladys Laverne of the Poplar
The Acteens of Poplar hibit productivity
Spring
Mason. Rt. 5. Mayfield; Church WMU.
Spring presented two SAGITTARIUS
Miss Anent. Evms, 1902
Mrs. Charles Burkeen numbers using their pup- 'Nov.
Sherry lane. Mrs. Lou gavethe
22
eythi
pec
ch.c2
.oillnes in could
blessing.
Pets.
Jennie Crouch, f(t. 7:
seeasilyun
uotrunless
oi
h up
exeorn
The tables were Special music was by go out
decorated with pots of red M r s. Burkeen and'
uncompleted tasks, especially
I.
tulips, red candles and Juanita lee.
Valentine place cards The calender of prayer
with Missionaries names was by Mrs.
Talmadge`;').,,,,,"'
al,
seeey
,w"n.t-.-.. 6.e
_arith an
/ ,, e-w
having birthdays --that Fannin, WMU director
You'll
week. The dessert table Poplar Spring.
old friend, but escapist
Sixty persons were pre- tendencies
was covered in a red cloth
need to be checked
with an arrangement of senT
•
de dark. Don't let -things
slide.

Newborn admissions and dismissals released from local hospital
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Three Racks
Winter Merchandise

Your Individual

Horoscope
Mr and Mrs. George
Edward Siessel of Altoona. Ela.. announce the
approaching marriage of
their daughter. Gale Lee
&easel of Dallas. Texas,
to Eddie Bruce Young of
Dallas. son of Mr and
Mrs J W Young of Murray

Helen'Cole
hostess for
Penny club
represent the
States of Anierit.a at the
12th Annual International
Youth and Muso• F'esti% al
in Vienna. Austria in July 1983
The Murray Ledger &
Tunes is featuring an
autoblograplio at sketch
about eat fi member uf
the Chamber Singers to
allow readers to become
acquainted with the lo4 al
represenati)es to Vlefilla

April wedding scheduled in Dallas

Dunn Furniture

753.6882
¶ 4
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Ethridge given medal

s,

Army Pie. Michael J Ethridge. son of Travis and
Patsy Ethridge, 110 Walnut Court. Benton. has been
awarded the Good Conduct Medal in Boeblingen.
West Germany. The award was presented for exemplary conduct while in the active service of the
United States. He is a cavalry aced with the First Infantry Division

Stamp club will meet

Tennis ploy Thursday

The Kentucky. Lake Stamp Club will meet Thursday. March 10. at 7 30 p m in the Public Library.
Pans. Tenn The meeting will feature an American
Phil:align- Association slide presentation entitled
"Philatelic Hiways and Byways" followed by a
workshop on stamp identification All nterested
persons are invited to attend. according to
Frillier. secretary

;rout) B of I Adies Tennis of Murras Countrs Club
te ill

play-Thursdas . March 10. from 30 to 11 .1 m
at kenlake Tennis Center The group will meet at
8 45 a in at the home of Marilyn Adkins to go to
kenlake
The lineup is as f011oVis Court (hie
Agnes
Payne. ickie Miller. Norma Frank and Cathy
Young Court Two
Vi. kw Baker. Gas le Foster
Janice Howe and Becks Wilson Substitute's 14itthe
Cecelia Brock and Cathy Mattis

Community events announced
Tuesday, March 8
Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority of Woodmen of
World will meet at 7 p m
at WOW Hall.

•

American Association
of Medical Assistants will
meet at 730 p.m in
private dining room of
Murray -Calloway
-Hospital.
Youth Bible Drill for
Grades 7 -to 9 of Blood
River Baptist Association
Murray Branch. of
AAUW will meet at 7:15
p.m. at Calloway Public
Library.
Murray Star Chapter
No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star will meet at
7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.

Tuesday. March 8
wilT
i ube
esd
aa
t
willrneetat 7p.m. atclub
yi. p
Sirn
arca
ht8Sinkhouse.
ing Spring Church
Murray Lions Club is
scheduled to meet at 6 30
p m. at Murray Woman's
Club House
Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at 8 p.m. in
western portaon of
Livestock and Exposition
Center
Murray TOPS 'take off
pounds sensibly) Club
will meet at 7 p.m at
Health Center
Bethel Baptist Bible
Study will be at 6 p.m at
home of David and
Aleshia Cunningham.

Murray .Duplicate
Groups of CWF-of First Bridge Club will meet at 7
Christian Church will p.m. at Gleason Hall. For
meet as follows: I with information call 489-2244
Mrs. James C. Hart at 10 or 7534345.
a.m. and III with Mrs.
Singles Class will meet
Mike Holton at 7:30 p.m.
at 7 p.m. at Seventti and
Kappa I)epartint.nt of Poplar Church of Christ.
Murras

W'ornan's

r'lub

New Providence club meets

BYW of West-side Baptist Church will meet in
home of Joanna Adams at
7 p In

Mr and Mrs. Arthur !ism. Mayfield, are the
parents of a daughter, Dyan Callisv born Wednesday. March 2. at Murray-Callowas Counts Hospital
i;randparents are Mr and Mrs Jack Williamson
and Mr and Mrs C
Byrn. all of Mayfield

.1 club SP•OkeS111:111 Sala

----

Thursday. March 10
Front Porch Swu* Il
meet at 7 p in at First
Christian Church.

Toastmasters will meet

Organizational meeting
of Toastmasters International will be at 7 p.m. at
Western Sizzlin
Steakhouse. For information call Art Litchfield,
759-9926.
Murray Chapter No. 92,
Masons- is
se heduled _to meet at 730
p.m_ at lodge hall
Rbyal Arch

Husky to play tonight

Physics seminar Thursday

Bedwell at Louisville

Surgery advances released

Dyon Collis Byrn born

Sevems club speaker

Wednesday, Mirth 9
The Wilt oine Vt ago!' Club._ will meet rhursday..
Murray State Um% ersity Theatre Group ail! March 10. at ; p in at tho Commerce Centre of
present a dance con' ert Murras Callowas Chamber of Commerce.
at 8 p in in Robert F: flighwas 641 North Ve Severns of the Dee orating
lien 14111 be the.speaker All nea• 'liners are 111VIte11.
Johnson Theatre

Wednesday, March 9
lir Car: Sofie1.1 principal scientifii officer at
Homemakers clubs will
Aere-hl.,rss ell I-Mow:dors in oxfordshire England.
meet as follows Harris
will present a phs sis Settlinar Iii tit1.0111 1:1:) of
Grove at Ellis Center for
Welcome Wagon Club Wan k burn S1 ien. eIt
Murras State Utiliser
a sided luncheon and will meet at 7 p.m .o sits 1.11 Thurelas . March 111. ,et 3 :141p iii
teneriff embroidery Commerce Centre.
Ai i ederator
His presentation will be titled
lesson at 10 am ; Potter- Highway 641 North.
Based Applied Phssii s ' Sponsored tei, the College
town at Colonial House
of Environmental Science§eit NISI:, the seminar is
Smorgasbord at 10 a.m.;
Second night of dant e• 'open to anyone with an interest in the topic Sof it'll
New Concord with Mrs. concert by Murray State. earned the Ph I) degree in physics at :Australia!'
Noel Smith; Pacers at T- University Theatre.' National University in Cranberra. Australia
Room of Murray State Group will be at 8 p.m in
University Center at 9 30 Robert E
Johnson
a.m.: South Pleasant Theatre
William • Bill , talbert Bedwell who was injured
changed to March 16 _
West Fork Baptise in a tree-falling accident on Feb ri near Hardin 1,
Circles of First United
Church WMS will meet at now undergoing treatment at the Institute
Methodist Church will
8:30 a.m. for breakfast at Physical Meiltcal and Rehabilitation at I crinsville
meet at 7:30 p.m. as
church
• He is reported to be. making good progress but
follows: Hannah with the
would appreciate re-ceivert cards and letters from
--Barbara Shores. Ruth
Kentucky Lake Stamp his friends and relatives he're'
Wilson with Beth Broach
Club will meet* at 7 30 • Persons may send cards to Institute ot Ptissi.
and Wesleyan with Inez
p.m. in Public Library . Merhi•al and Rehabilitation. William Bill 1 alber!
Jones.
Berfwell, .220 Abraham Flexner Was.. Room .114.
Paris, Tenn.
Louisville. Ks 40202 fiedwell is a carpenter Anil
Murray Bass Club is
scheduled to meet at 7.30
Exhibition and sale of lather and has worked for many local carpenter and
p.m. at Sirloin Stockade
original American and lather firms in Murras and CalloW as(.011,1t:
Hazel and Douglas European prints will be
Centers will be open from from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m in
liiastiiiast'rs internatttonal Which help..
10 a.m. to 2 p.m for ac- Clara M Eagle Gallery.
tivities by Senior Fine Arts Center, Murray speak inure effectively will have .11I 104,1111/
-meeting on Thursday. March 10. at ;p m
Citizens. Blood pressure State University.
Westen Sit,'line Steak House All members must be
check will be postponed
Dr Carl Sofield will 18 or older and membership dues are S3o tor the
until Mardi 23_ at Hazel.
present a physics first six months r which includes charter fee.. kelt
Ladies day luncheon seminar at 3:30 p.m. in
And'a 111141thl,,, 111:114:1/111e
13.' Si'.,
will be at noon and bridge room 135, Blackburn after the initial payment
at 9:30 a.m. at Murray Science Building, Murray
Arthur Lib hfleld..1r . a member of Toastmaster.,
Country Club:
State University.
International. is organizing the Murras Chapter

Mrs. Blankenship served refreshments to 11
members and nine
visitors.
Other members present were Gail Herndon.
Opal Shoemaker. Patsy
Hendon.
Sylvia Puckett Pittman. Dorval
Becky
and
Falwell
Beth
presented the lesson on
Dixon..
"Simple Home Repairs.Children present were
Goshen United
Crafts were shown by Alden _Bass, Erin and
Methodist
several members.
• Church
Seth Grogan. Grant PittKathy Bass gave the man, Dana and Brian Women will meet at 7
devotion on **Love." Blankenship anti, David. p.m. at church.
Reports were given by Tammy and Melissa DixPeggy Taylor,secretary.
One-day workshop on
on.
Sudden Death Syndrome
will be from 8:30 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. on third floor of
NEW YORK ( AP) - Re- in no way increase the Murray-Calloway County
cent advances in plastic chance that cancer will Hospital.
surgery techniques will recur, and adds that they
Pi Sigma Alpha will
make it possible for many can greatly improve the
more women than before quality of a patient's life. present free film, "Adto benefit from breast Increasingly, he says, at vise and Consent" at 7:30
reconstruction following is possible to do the major p.m. at Murray State
mastectomy, according part of the reconstruction University Center
to a specialist in the field. immediately after the Auditorium.
----Where previously lack mastectomy.
.Seminar
on "Nursing
of sufficient skin at the
site of the operation was
Tissue, muscle and and the Health Care of
an obstacle, with new skin, taken from another Women" will be fronun
methods doctors use the part of the body, is mold- 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at
skin from other areas to ed,. with or without a pro- Kenlake State Resort
- form "living prostheses," sthesis, against the chest Park. For information
according to Dr. Norman wall to closely resemble call 7624661.
Hugo, director of the the missing breast. It can • Singing Statesmen of
Plastic Surgery Service be taken fromt he lower University of Wisconsin
at The Presbyterian abdomen, in which case at Eau Clair will perform
Hospital here.
the patient gets a bonus at 10:30 a.m. in Recital
Hugo stresses that the "tummy tuck," or from Hall Annex, Fine Arts
new methods of breast the area of the upper Center, Murray State
reconstruction he favors back near the arm.
University.
home of Jane
Blank enship was the
scene of the February
meeting of the New Providence Homemakers
Club. Fonda Grogan,
president, presided.
The

and workshop at the National Association of Women
Ifeans. Administrators and Counselors Convention
March 15 to 11 in Houston. Texas
The paper titled Women and Power- examines
the char,.teristos of women who are in ail
ministrative positions in - higher education Ms
Slimmer also %III present a workshop at the con
venteon on the three types of power positional
ehartsmatic and competency She will chscus.s the
%ass In se hi, h these. three tspes of power are ef
Lively u,sed

and reservations for the dinner can be Made
at
ing him at 7s,c,Pipf; _Each member or guest at ever \
meeting should do three things Learn Something
Stand on sour feet and speak. and Enjiis s ourself

Prints to be shown
A spy, 1.11 exhibition :111,1 sole la orIg111.11 Allier-It an
and Eiiropean prints from Marson Graphics of
MIT -will be Thursday.-March RI, from
JO am
4 p in iii Ulan% ,M. Eagle tiallery. Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center. Murray State. University
The exhibition will in.
prints (rani colle.
w
• time of ,origifial
lithographs an,:
serigraphs A representative of Marson Graphics
will be present to arltiSSer questions about the works

Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6.30 prm. For
information call 759-1087
or 753-6089.
Tau Phi 1...atidula Sororits of Woodmen of the
----Mothers Day Out will World will meet tonight Tuesday • at 7 tiiie at the
be at 9 a.m. at First Bap- WOW Building with Jean Herndon and Linda Fain
as hostesses PlatIS for the -state convention Ill
tist Church.
Oweusboro will be discussisl.and .111 menilwrs are
----Mothers Morning out urged to attend, a spokesman said
will be at 8:30 aui at
Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church.
Recently dismissed

Tau Phi Lambda will meet

A free l'offerhouse. featuring Brian Husks . wilt
begin at 8 p iii on Tuesday'. March 8. in the Stables
of Marra!: State' Universitx Center Sponsored bs
the Universits Center Board. there wtll be no .01
MISSIOrl Chan&
'COUPON'
Complete Line Of

2 BALLOON BOUQUETS 2
0
1 00/ off with this coupon

IMEMORIES
Babbles From Bobbie
"THE FORMAL WEDDING
•'' "
Ales dream of their spec 'al :Illy
4.
walk JOY411 the isle in a icing flowing we'
and become 0 bride
a
A! • 0
In formal weddings the si:e or he
only by your wishes and oft our se your b
111
The appropriate wedding gown styli
hope) length or cathedral length ?r
length veil or one that (*viten& -the leng.li
dress
Usually you have. several ottendent.. !he.
of honour a few bridestnorcis and- -0v. 00. ce
best man groomsmen and usher', Thp km,' oi*
,..1/ etiquette is 17 bridesmails - therefore
114 able to have quite a fp* f,lp-ncts Oaf e• •.•••
your .special day
Choose the Lolor scheme you won' j C.!.
attire fear the wedding party Rernenit,,ii
..• .
y .P• r)(4
do need at . least • 3 months to ue,
together for the big day
Flower girls ring bearers sir c' 3".enderoc or
all lake their plarle in 11 focpbal sveddi,
g remember
to outfit them in aftire that frt• the mode of the
wedding -• Mothers of bride and groom should wear floor
length gowns in colors that wilt blend w,th the
scheme of the wedding lion forget corsages for
these special ladies
Fathers should be ii t tett,- • ,L) ProtL Pr f.,*frer
the groom or his artenderos Buutaneer oft. o mos'
for them.
Being creative wher tie. ding on floe... ii.•
really enhon, e the overall look of 1111.••
',come popular trends ine parip.ols ot
A
in flowers and ; hornbersr,4‘ andres en. •1
greenery
(11),I the .ho., a•
There fee 'nary de. von% 00
s/art planning eflf
.• yours
',et your budge'
let your dreams come true
r

Patient dismissed

from I Aniriles Hospital
Paducah, was Mary Sutherland -of Kirkses

The Slicin'tiw
IMP

Senior citizens activities will be (ruin 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
Dr. Virginia M Slimmer, chairman of the
and _Douglas Centers and
from 10 a.m. to 3 p in at Department of Home Economics and Child Studies
at Murray State University. will present a paper
Ellis Center.

121 By -Pass
753-1'4541

Slimmer will give paper

•

Paducah Tilghman students leam human histology with hospital samples
PADUCAH, Ky. (API
- Paducah Tilghman
High School probably is
the only one in the state
where pupils learn
human histology, says
biology teacher Charles
Donated tissue samples
and equipment(rah local

Midlife model
still discovers
useful life
NEW YORK CAP)
Silver-haired fashion
model KayIan Pickford
says she started out doing
ads for arthritis
remedies, denture
creams and hemorrhoid
ointments.
Now, she said in an interview, she is modeling
"silk dresses, suits and
skirts," as the marketing
world discovers successful, attractive older
women.
Ms. Plckford. 52, fancies herself as an adTOadla_ ittL.MNBIOR_ "cow
30," who aro -told by
advediiiiirifiiiiiWre not
sexually viable, that we
don't count."
She has even written an
autobiographical book,
"Always a Woman,"
which includes, she said.
"a couple of completely
dignified. circumspect"
nude photographs toahow.
"there is great beauty in
midlife."

hospitals allow the
students to prepare their
own microscope slides,
Cissell said.
The cost of commercial
slides, which are $2.50 to
$3 each, would be prohibitive, he said. "We're
pleased to be unique."
Western Baptist
Hospital recently donated
a microtome, an instrument that slices paraffinembedded tissues into
microscopically thin Sections for mounting on
slides.
"The tissues have to be
very, very thin to allow
light to pass through."
Clasen said.
The machine can cut
sections of 1 to 50 microns
in thickness. A micron is
a thousandth of a
millimeter.
The rotary microtome
came with 12 knives and a
water floatation bath, a
value of about $5,000,
Cissell said. "The
microtome is a bonus

item we would never be
able to fund through the
regular sehool budget,"
Cissell said. "It's an absolute fantastic gift."
That microtome, in addition to one donated by
Lourdes Hospital 15 years
ago, will enable CisseU to
increase from 12 to 15 the
number of juniors and
seniors studying human
histology.
Before, students were
standing in line to use the
microtome. and had to
return during free
periods or after school to
make their slides.
amen saw having the
students make their own
slides solves the cost problem "and gives the
biology department a
slide library the school
district cannot afford,
thousands And thousands
of slides of human
tissue."
"In order to study
histology, we have to
have slides," he said

' for all your Travel Reservations Coll

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880

Tissues used by the
students are donated by
pathologists at Baptist
and Lourdes hospitals
from operations and
autopsies
"We give them et list of
what we need, uterus,
brain, stonuich, gall bladder," Cissell said
Tissue samples are
chemically preserved in
the school's tissue processer before they are

handled by the students,
he said.
Availability of the
microtomes is of value
not only to biology
students. Cis.sell said, but
as a career aid for any
student who wants to do
clinical lab work and for
students who have a feeling for any of the professional areas. dentistry.
medicine, veterinary
science. nebing
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VALUE:
that will get all you bunnies hopping
Get Your Easter Dinner!
Aged Country Ham
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Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO.
IS3 1601

107 N. 3rd St.

4
Ii

ii.a.•5 p.. litea.•irl.

We Accept Food
Stomps

7 e...-12 p.m. Sot.
Only f Offal Into ted Meat "Aorb e t in Murray

I
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Down Concord writer reminisces about events at old New Concord school now with 'for sole'sign there in the front yard
By ESTELLE
SP10ELAND
So often have 1 used the
advice of a former Con.
cord teacher. Max Hurt.
who advised me at m)
husband's funeral.
Write Write' Write'

M) waste paper basket
has been filled often with
outlets of heart aches,
desponctency and
unspoken sadness and It
stal fills, as sorrows still
prevail
Recently a pastor's
wife sat at my piano and

03•4•rt Self% for L•••• Veal Mart S.

•

•

t

played the song opened at
"The Rock That Is
Higher Than 1 " Mrs
Thomas Small could not
visualize as I did our little
mother playing that song
on the old organ through
lean years of toil and
heartaches

strength. a very present of'death. I will fear no
help in trouble "How this evil, for Thou art with
world of drugs needs me" We miss our loved
ones
helpl
And how we all need
A recent roadside sign
help to really mean the on New Concord School
73rd Psalm, verse 4, ground says "For Sale."
"Yea Tho I walk through Many are the memories
the valley of the shadow of that school Ott if its

• A141 wart Setts roe La..,• v't,fde vt•,1

• Aral Mart Seel%

WAL-MART

Then in one and two
room schools Bibles were
read Sunday School
cards for barefoot
children had verses such
as "What so ever a man
soweth that shall he also
reap" and Psalms 461.
**God is our refuge and

Sells for le••• .••••• ••••,

`1,0. 1,%

future years could be as
useful as former years
have been '
Years have brought
changes Students and
teachers are gone.
Country doctors as Drs
Wilson, Grubbs, Blalock,
Outland and others ex-

t e,
.•• VV•IN/Lart Sell% for

changed old homes here
for a place where there is
no sickness
Beautiful lives,
however short, served
their purposes_ If we
could only say truly.
"Have 'Thine own way
Lord." '
•

•‘o. ,

•

•

Expires
3-13-83
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ALL OF THE ROOMS OF THIS RANCH house are set
aside in their own individual areas — zoned for sleeping. living and dining yet each relates to the others by a few steps
from the centrally located foyer. The entrance foyer channels
traffic to the living room, the bedrooms or the kitchen Plan
11A1186M has 1.492 square feet. For more information write
— enclosing a stamped. self-addressed envelope - to Master
Plan Service. 89 E. Jericho Tpke.. Mineola, N.Y. 11501.

here's the answer
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. - I want a metal
fence put up around the
garden in front of our
house. We can't decide
whether to get a chainlink fence or a wrought
iron one. Which is better?
A. - Its not really a
question of which is better, since there are high
quality and lesser quality
fences of both types.
Everything else being
equal, the wrought iron
costs more. The difference between the two
is in appearance. A chainlink fence, to many persons, has a business-like
appearance, although it
is used by many homeowners. A wrought iron
fence generally is considered more decorative.
Q. - A chip recently
was knocked off our
bathroom sink, which I
assume is made of
porcelain. I have saved
the chip. Can it be glued
back on? If so, wiU.I be
able to make the repair?
A.- It can be glued on
and you will have little
trouble, if any, doing it
yourself. Use one of the
new so-called super
glues. Follow the directions about applying only
a drop or two. Push the
chip In place. It will hold
by itself, but to make sure
It stays securely in place,
put a piece of masking
tape over it for a few
hours. Don't bump into it

for a day or two. Once it
sets, it will- hold indefinitely.
-Q.- I plan to buy a por-table circular saw. Is
there any special size for
a do-it-yourselfer?
A. - A good size for
somebody who will use
the saw primarily for projects around the house is
714 inches. Larger sizes
are used mostly by professionals.
Q. - I have some electric cable with the letters
-UF" on it. Can you tell
me what thit Means?
A. -. UF. cable is
designeddlar use in the
ground. It is used mostly
outdoors, although
sometimes it is employed
indoors where there is
heavy moisture or the
possibility of flooded conditions. Basically. UF
cable is waterproof.
----Q. - What's the best
way to clean files' I have
seen wire brushes for that
purpose, but it seems to
me they would be too
hard on the ridges in the
file.
A. -- The wire brushes
will not hurt the ridges or
serrations. They are excellent for cleaning the
files. Incidentally, if you
don't keep them clean,
they become clogged and
less efficient.
--- Q. -- I am laying out
the stakes for the founda-

tion of a small building. I
understand professionals
use some simple method
of determining when the
layout is square. Can you
tell me what it is"
A.
Assuming you
have taken the u.sual
steps to see that the
layout is - square. .vou can
doublecheck -everything
by measuring from one
corner
. to the opposite
corner. Then measure the
two other opposite corners. The distances Must
be the same. If they
aren't, re.cheek
everything until you find
out where the mistake
was made,

By ANDY IAN( ,
AP Newsfeatures•
A similarity' of terms is
confusing to the do-ityourselfer. who usually
devours every bit of information he can about
repairing and remodeling
things in and around the
house
Words, phrases and expressions that seem to
mean the same thing
snmetimes-de ner-An&.
occasionally, different
turns of speech actually
have the same meaning*
The combinations that
quickly come to mind are
varnish and polyurethane
varnish, waterproof and
water-resistant. passive
solar . energy. and active
solar energy. plywood ,
and lumber-core
plywood: concrete and
cement, humidity and
condensation, and incandescent anti fluorescent
So-called natural-resin
varnish is the regular
varnish-we have been using [LILT years.
Polyurethane varnish is a
synthetic, actually a
plastic._ It should not ,be
applied over shellac
Natural varnish can
Polyurethane is easier to
apply than regular varnish. dries faster and ismore resistant to
everything Natural varnish is still a high-quality
product of great durability and. is cheaper than
polyurethane
When something, such
as an adhesive is waterproof, it means water
cannot penetrate it. When
it is water-resistant: it
means that it resists
water under high humah-

Book available
Home d o i't yourselfers can get much
valuable information
from Andy laing's handbook. "Practical Home
Repairs." which can be
obtained by writing to
this newspaper at Box 5.
Teaneck, NJ 07666.
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Murray, Ky.

P. conditions but permits
the passage of water
which IS resting against it
and especially when
there LS pressure
A house with a passi e
solar system has the components for storing and
releasing the heat of the
sun Passive solar
features generally are
built into a house during
its construction and inelude such Buttes-as plenty of glass on the side
which IA exposed to the
south and a thrombi' wall
that absorbs the sun's
rays and later, when tht
sun has set. lets them
escape
An iolive solar
eller* house has solar
.ollectors to absorb the
'whit and. mei•hanica
newts to distribute it.
store' it and release it It.
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Lakers advance
in First Region
after 5846 win
By JIM RECTOR
Spurts Editor
DRAFFENVILLE How far can Calloway
County's(Akers go'
Well.
answered
COLS coach Jack Pack,
"I don't make prediction.s, but if heart and
desire count for anything
they'll get as far as
they're capable "
After Monday's First
Region victory over
Hickman County. 58-46.
the fakers will at'least
advance to Friday's second round game against
Wing() lfk-7 a 64-55 victor over Heath Monday.
When the fakers, 18-9,
take the floor Friday it
will mark the farthest a
Pack-coached tedril has
ever gone, he said But he
hopes the road doesn't
end there
Wingo, like flick:Ilan
County, was one of the
last regular season opponents the Lakersfaced
this year The 73-62 win
over Wingo, coincidentally marked the beguuung
of a six-game winning
streak for Calloway
culminating in the winning of the Fourth I nstrict
championship Saturday
and . the first-round
regional win Monday
-We've got three days
to rest to get people well
for our next game and we
really need them." Pack
a(1 itted Monda
• We've played Mayfield
.Fliday, then Murray.
Saturday.and now
Hickman tonight
and
we've got sonic people
banged up Those were
some emotional games
right in a row and tonight
was ' no easy game
either "

Miiiray Ledger & Times

Verbal snarls aside,
NBA negotiators meet
after week-long break

The Faleons traded
baskets with Calloway
after falling behind 64
and 10-4 in the opening
minutes of Monday's
game
Five times they pulled
within one of the Lakers
in the second period, including a 27-26 margin at
halftime
The turning point, according to Pack. was
when the !Akers turned •
on their 1-2-1-1 press and
carved a seven-point advantage. 33-26, with 4 59
showing in the third
period
The press, plus a
technical foul called on
PACKED BACKING — Calloway County's Craig Darnell (151 has solid support from the Lakers'
student
first-year Falcon coach section Monday night when CCHS defeated Hickman County, 58-46, the first
in
round of the First Region
Mark Cooper, seemed to Basketball Tournament at Marshall County High. Friday the!Akers play Wingo the
in
semi-final round game
rattle the Hickman boys at6:30p.m.
Down by seven with
Staff photo by Jim Rector
Calloway chomping at
the bit for their first
regional win in ages, the and so did Hickman
Darnell didn't get his 20- line as Calloway hit 24 of
Friday's games feature
Falcons were, ready to tonight
•
Calloway
scoring
average,
and Wingo at
plus
34
and
the
but
Falcons
only
fold
**These kids are tough
6:30 p.m. and the winners
But three consecutive They're- not going to give his 18 points bed with hit 10 of 15
"We've got to tut our of tonight's games playmissed shots by the up They keep coming Knox for game-high
honors Keith Lovett and free throws for our of- ing at p.m.
Lakers and strong board- back '•
Saturday's championwork by Dick Cooley el Calloway knocked off Brad Skinner had 14 and fense to work," Pack
Charles Knox and 11 unanswered points 13 points to stock said -It's part of our ship begins at 7:30 p.m.
Tina %Om Playoff
to take the
Richard Duffy started a from the 2-57 mark in the Calloway's scoring shelf philosophy
M Manisa Cosity iSu
while
Falcon
ball
center
at
them
and
either
rAtilorsAv
rally which saw Hickman third period until the 7.12
Darnel-I 44.7 III Butterworth I 1-3 3.
reel off a 10-2 run. capped point in the fourth Cooley, who had 10 first- 'score or get fouled."
%sum., S 14
I.0•Vii 44 14 Ga.maan
lanais,
half
fouled
First
out
in
Region
action
211 !Aryan 0 2 12 Totals 17 2434
by a Duffy jumper with quarter and the game..
fourth
the
continues
period
after
ontonight at Mar2 57 in the period
HICIIIIAN CO 411)
was never in question
Behind for the first from there Hickman cut ly collecting two 4econd- shall County High School IAA, 2444 Prove 304 4 Omit', 2.4
Knot 6 44 10 Scott 1 / -4 3 1.4011414111
half
goals
field
as Paducah Tilghman
time in the contest. 36-35, the lead to 51-45 late in the
44 2 tm,fINuI111 Totals
III 10-1S
Hickman
.and
actually
Lowes.
square
off
at
46
Calloway could have fold- fourth frame but could
Halftstaa
scored
LA:77,lie Ili
more field goals 6.30 and. Murray High
ed - The Lakers could never get closer
1114.
111-13
4 18-17
but they couldn't fares Carlisle County at Tots..rda
.
:fouls (1' IS fit SI !ailed owl
have packed upprol gone
Laker senior Craig match the fakers at the 8
owe, Duffy
home losers But they
didn't
won't quit.--The
Pack insists -When they
Ticket sales began to- School
Hickman made a run at
us we didn't lose our com- day in the office , of
Tickets are $2 for
posure The same thing Calloway County high students. $2 50 for adults
happened against School for Friday nights and $350 for reserved
Mayfield
they made a game between CCHS and chair seats
run- at us and got ahead. 'Wingv the First Region 'A pep rally will be held
but we came back. Mur- Basketball Tournament in the CCIIS gymnasium
ray did the same thing at Marshall County High at 10.50 a m Wednesda

NEW YORK cAPu
Negotiators in the National Basketball
Association contract
talks were together again
for the first time in a
week, after verbal snarls
all around.
Today's session was the
since the 24-minute encounter last Tuesday
which ended after Larry
Fleisher, the player
association's general
counsel, said the players
will strike April 2 if
agreement is not reached
on a new collective
bargaining agreement.
The meeting before
that was Feb. 11. Each
side is blaming the other
for the infrequency of
their meetings.
"It's clearly their
fault," said Fleisher
Monday. "We've been
willing to talk."
Alex Sachare, a public
relations spokesman for
the league, said Fleisher
created the situation in
mid-February when he
set an April 1 deadline for
reaching agreement.
That,said Sachare,"added a whole new light to
the situation."
Commissioner Larry
O'Brien on Feb. 10 at the
Board of Governors'
meeting had said negotiations "would continue
without Interruption and
with intensity."
But. recalled Sachare,

'Two days after the commissioner spoke about
our willingness to intensify negotiations, we read
about strike threats."
Even discussing today's bargaining session
was at dispute.
News that the
negotiators will meet
again came during an interview with Fleisher.
Sachare, when asked
about it. said,"a meeting
has been setup, but we
are giving no information
as to time and place."
Fleisher had accused
league negotiators of
grandstanding by notifying the media of last
week's session, and
O'Brien said Sunday that
the talks would be held
privately.
The league, saying that
some teams are having
financial problems, has
proposed a Ain Which ineludes putting a cap on
team payrolls and barring clubs which exceed
that figure from signing
free agents. Fleisher has
said that the league is attempting to take back
part of the free agent
rights players have gained.
The previous contract
expired last June. The
postseason playoffs,
which provide sizeable income to the teams., are
scheduled le begin the
week-APritof 17.

Regional tickets for sale

Filt
ers
Fan
!'
(V
A
mow Savings Celebration!

0`70 OffSale
Thursday • Friday Only

"From Red to Green
nd everything in between.
We've got you covered."

SPECTRUM - The faces along Murray High's Lady Tiger bench tell the ups and downs of
Saturday's
Fourth District championship game loss to Marshall County.(From left) Sheri Swift, Leslie Thompson,
head
coach Jim Harrell and amistant coach Lynn Hewitt display varied reactions to the same play. Wednesday (8
p.m. the Lady Tigers play Symsonia in the First Region playoffs at Mayfield High. Staff photo by Jim
Rector

MPBC fighters lose,
but place runnerup

ase Lots Mix or Match

Free Coffee and Cookies
Register For Free Door Prizes
our One Place To Stop For NAPA Farm Filters

Murray Auto Parts
605 Maple Murray,753-4424

'On Al NAPA Farm and Automotive Filters
50%Off Suggested List Mee•
en The Name Is NAPA The Standard Is Quality
4

BIG BOARD — Murray High senior forward Al
Will, has his hands full with this rebound during
Saturday's Fourth District championship game
Against Calloway County. Wells and his Tiger teammates will have their hands full again hash& when
they travel to Marshall County High to meet Carlisle County in the First Region playoffs (tipoff
p.m.)
Staff photo by Jim Rector

JACKSON, Tenn. —
-lard luck followed the
aro Murray Police Boxing Club members who
traveled to Jackson Friday and Saturday to compete in the West Tennessee Golden Gloves
Tournament.
Both "Raging Red"
Ron Stevenson and
"Lightning" Rod Jones
were defeated in their
respective fights, but
both were given runnerup
trophies in their weight
classes.
Stevenson's first-year
record dipped to 2-6 after
he lost a close decision to
Tim Dendy, a three-year
fighter from the Star Boxing Academy in Jackson.
Dendy was obviously
Stevenson's toughest opponent, said MPBC coach
Rick Latimer, but
Stevenson gave his foe a
run for his money.
Dendy started off in the
first round with intentions of putting Stevenson
away in the first few
minutes of the Friday
night fight, but Stevenson
struck with several
strong combinations to
slow him down,
After the betweenround break, Dandy
came out cautious and

managed to out-point
Stevenson in the last two
frames.
Dendy -and Stevenson
battled for the
featherweight title.
Jones (3-4), who had
dropped from the
featherweight to the bantam weight for the
Golden Gloves competition, hit harder and carried the fight to his opponent, but lost the &Aden
to Fred Hoyle, also of
Star Boxing Academy.
Jones won the first
round and in the second
he kept cutting Hoyle off
and chasing him to the
ropes. In the third round
he dominated the fight,
pressing Hoyle time and
again until the referee
broke the fight and cautioned the Murray boxer
about an alleged hit to the
back of Hoyle's head.
The judges gave the
decision to Hoyle to end
Murray's hopes of a
Golden Gloves champion
for this season.
However, according to
Latimer, the team will
continue to train its
younger fighters for
possible competition in
the Junior Olympics program this summer.
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Green, Hood,Sleets honored by OVC
NASHVILLE, Tenn
API - Murray State forward Glen Green and
Akron guard - Joe
Jakubick are the cisselections for the Ohio
Valley Conference Player
of the Year honor. plus
they topped the list of the
19.82-83 all-coaference
basketball team.
Green completed the
regular season with a 20.2
scoring average, second
only to Jakubick's 28 6
mark.
The 6-foot-6 Green led
Murray State to the OVC
championship and, along
with the 6-5 Jakubick.
was one of only two
players in the conference
to be ranked among the
individual leaders in at
least four different
categories.
Along with his No. 2
ranking in scoring, Green
was fifth in the OVC in
assists, eighth in field
goal percentage and fifth
in free throw percentage.
Jakubick.. added
finishes of fourth in
assists, ninth in field goal
percentage, sixth in free
-throw act mi acy -antfifth
in steals to his scoring title.
Joining Green and
Jakubick on the first
team are Tennessee Tech
center Steve Taylor, a 6-8

GLEN GREEN

RICKY HOOD

LAMONT SLEETS

senior, Austin. Peay forward Lenny Manning, a
6-6 Junior. and Murray
State center Ricky Hood.
a 6-7 senior
Taylor averaged 13 7
points and 7 3 rebounds a
game to rank in the
OVC's top 10 in scoring

and top five in rebounding. Taylor completed
the season with 45 blocked shots to rank second in
the league
Manning's 16 5 sconng
average was fourth in the
conference and he was
among the OVCs leaders

in both field goal and free
throw percentage
Hood averaged 16 4
points a game, grabbed a
league-leading 10 rebounds a game. hit near!)
56 percent of his field goal
attempts and was fifth in
the OVC in blocked shots

Green. Jakubick and
Hood are repeat firsttteam selections from the
1981-82 squad while Manning and Taylor were
second-team selections
Last year..
The second team is led
by guard Lamont Sleets
of Murray State SkEls
was the OVC's third
leading scorer with a 17 4
average
Two Morehead State
standouts, forward Earl
Harmon and guard Gus
Minnifield, joined Sleets
on the second team
The 01.'C's third
leading rebounder, Jun
Chambers of Eastern
Kentucky. and freshman
Stephen Kite of Tennessee Tech complete the
second team

Ask me about State Farm's
brand new IRA
,k, 1'i t41641.*
...lila I

NASHVILLE. Tenn
API.
Forwards
Priscilla Blackford of
Morehead State and Jennifer McFall of Middle
Tennessee are the top
selections to the Ohio
Valley Conference 1982-83
women s till-conference
basketball team.
Joining Blackford and
McFall on the first team
are Murray State center
Diane Oakley, the OVCs
leading scorer with a 21.1

average. Lisa Goodin of
Eastern Kentucky. the
third-leading scorer in
the league and the nation's top foul shooter at
91 3 percent. and Anita
Myers of Tennessee
Tech, the OVC assist
leader
The second team is
headed by Holly Hoover
of Middle Tennessee, who
led the conference in
blocked shots
Hoover is joined on the

thlrn
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Lady Racer Oakley named All-OVC
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second tcazi li Lydia
Sawney of Tennessee
Tech Eva la.meh of Middle Tennessee Tech, Tina
Werniuth of Eastern Kentucky and freshman Amy
Davis of Austin Noisy. Blackford and McFall
are repeat selections
from the 1981-82squad:
The teams were
selected by the league's
coaches Coaches were
not allowed-to vote for a
player on their own team
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Larry Krouse Insurance
DIANE t/AKLEY

524 Main

759-9888
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Thank You Murray & Calloway County!
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Purdom Motors Incorporated

,..1;11r4
o.. 7",a
,rosomill

Oldsmobile-Pontiac-Cadillac-Buick
I 401,. WEST MAIN STREET

MURRAY, KENTUCKY 420/1

..4111111111

/53 5.1I`,

I. Wells Pvtdosis,
Donor-Ow PIO r

Bob Bloke
Sales Manager

Doris Paradise
Swrotory

Sinter
Salesman

JIM

To: People Of Calloway Co. & Murray

r111111rWe are grateful to the people of Murray and Calloway County for
making us number 1.

k
SOS 111141k

Office litinsige.

According to the R.I.. Polk & Co., new passenger cars' registrations
compiled for G.M. Divisions through December 1982, there were
more Oldsmobiles, Buicks, Pontiacs and Cadillacs registered in
Calloway County than any other make. Oldsmobile was number -.I
among the GM Divisions including Chevrolet, in Murray & Calloway
County.

1,111611 1
Nei
Bennie Jackson
Service Mono er

We have expanded our service facilities and have added five additional people to our staff, to better serve the people of Murray &
Calloway County.
We will continue our efforts to give our customers a fair price on
automobiles and quality service after the sale.
limn*"Sway" Coy
Ports

My staff and I pledge to you that we will continue to make
"Satisfied Custemers Our Main Concern."

,Den Fein
Service Technician Master M•clsanic

Gratefully yours,
Purdom Motors Inc.
terry Parks
Service Technician Mester Mechanic

seas Art NS
pwts Dept.

I. Wells Purdom,Jr.
President

"Sattafted Customers Are Our Mein Concern"
Noaioy
Service Twinkles
Mewl Wein

Kenny Got/insert
Service Tic/laicism

Purdom1406Mot
ors
nc.
West Main St.

Murray, Kentucky

753-5315

p.

Roans Fortin.
Service &Clowns

1'414
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Owensboro pawn shop manager knows whovells and what doesn't, hears many woeful toles
walked into the shop ask- those who simply cannot
manage their own
Mrs Heishman ex- ing a $200 loan on a ring
plained that long-barrel She accepted $10 without money, Mrs ileishman
A
said.
guns are not in demand protest.
That knowledge comes
"You hear a lot of
because they cannot be
easily concealed and from running a pawn woeful tales ... They prey
on your sympathy." said
most people want the shop for 30 years.
People who go to pawn Mrs. Heishrnan.
more powerful
caliber Magnum anyway. shops range from socieThe mo*t common
Another customer ty's down-and-out to customer, though, is someone who- just can't
handle money, she said.
"They want $15 or $20 for
lunch meat or gas until
payday," she said.
Ned Ashby fell into the
former category when he
CsodOess of
walked into the store with
ACROSS
Aaswer to Mesita) s Punk
rOutt
I That woman
a shotgun ands nfle. In a
4 Cortege deg
3 Comparahre
INTf•
A
SPA
few minutes, the 46-yearend,rtg
6 Immerse
U
Cot
old Ohio County resident
11 irsoividuai
4 Brag
AC
A
A
left with $200.
S ire
'Taut*,
A
S
0
6 Leads
It Hebrew
"I needed the money to
14
•1041 T
7 PraposdicAr•
stay alive, pay bills,"
111,
f
A
Beeh.ye state
16 Ardent
said Ashby, who added
A
9
'
Ave of auto
18 Arabian sea
that he was laid off from
9
so
•
10 Before
port
A
A
12 Compass
a Peabody Coal Co. mine
19 r ernale quIt
(„Ksro
.I W,therect
8
in November though he
Symbol for
17 1 •ciarnat.on
ST
still serves as chief of
t.n
/3 Lessen repu
LA NE
A
0 N E
police in the small comA7 T.rne periods
lation
SiSOS
CC
munity of McHenry.
town
10 Dutch
16 Bo*
24 Verve
Ashby said he plans to
/9 Frud von
54 Nobleman
potent)
.
the tine
25
hawed Safely is S100,000 by Hie fStK
I' mail
get his guns back with
55 Bound
11 Note of scat, 27 Coffman river 42 Want
money he anticipates
56 A continent
44 Snake
litemy Mart*? brierest Neu Owned Weekly
14 Popuiez
/8 Puts on as
from an income tax reAbbr
46 Newlywed
clothes
movie
57 Confunc lion
fund.
tie lain ea Witham...is at Deposits Anytime
48 Dirn.rnsned
3PieStsvpst
2f4 ;usr4
59 MA $ neigh- 49 Fragrant
30 Ms Set/
rnent
Under his loan contract
Ddr
ofeoresin
. liteetlily Seaweed eirk Interest Ceinpeesider
32 (goal
38 BoshoprAC
with the pawn shop, if
aunt
Or
62
Cut
on
land
36
51
31i Romeo
Ashby does not retrieve
64 Proceed
Ile Peet leer Cloarged.
measure
37 Takes tern
measure
eoeuPouritito DAILY
the guns within 30 days or
40 Near
S2500 Ationseserra
Al..available is Nem* fedens Mosey Merkel Cbeck •
renew the loan, his guns
41 1.1edday
Rote Effector• Thew March 1th
lateens
13 Pitcher parts ''ii
If dm sewer ansekir balress Nis below niamse.1k. nide decreases re 1 If S.
become the property of
i
i
II
45 F Lap
the
store.
"TS
Ipi
i
li
47 Likes better
At an interest rate of 10
50 Sun god
'is
•
21
percent per month
or
52 Actual
120 percent annually 53 ROVIN for
"24271
one
Ashby must either pay
31
33'
56 L eyanttne
$20
in interest to renew
,
I,
35
36
the
loan
or the full $220 to
58 More unusual
get his guns back Ashby
40
41
60 Threelowd
43 44
said he has been pawning •
sloth
'
Nhirras Branch
61 BrAtish prince
items off and on for 20
12111 Nhin st.
63 Fugitive of a
4, •
years when he has been
frim
719 - 16311
laid
off or on strike.
65 Judges
"It's a quick,
66 Roman gods kit
IPW--'
67 Ancient
anonymous loan and can
ut7: _ '
be renewed
for as long as
rniough !less- iornms. set small rnfnagh ri)IH &trail!,
*
DOWN
you
want," said Mrs.
I Mast
Heishman.
In good economic
times, 90 iiercent of the
MORE 0.k LESS
loans are repaid and the
merchandise reclaimed,
she said. These days, that
figure is down to about 60
percent.
Profits come mainly
from the interest on the
loans, not the resale -4
forfeited ..merchandise,
• MEW
)
Mrs. Heishman said.
1 It
By Abigail Van Buren
"You don't see any
buyers here." she said,
THAT 5 THE
A/ILL IOU
NOT NOW
GROWN-UPS NEVER
- WHILE KIDS
scanning
the empty store.
I HAVEN'T
TAKE ME
HAVE TIME FOR
TROUBLE
ALWAYS HAVE
"You want to get the stuff
THE
GOT
TO THE
WITH THIS
ANYTHING-TIME FOR
back to them."

OWFSJ4ffl4O, Ky
Al'.
Elizabeth
•

•
•

Heishman knows what
sells and what doesn't

•'You can't give a CR
1r-idiot away now," she

said
This kind of know ledge

Rea
t t e c ossified section in

allowed Mrs. Heishman
to politely turn down a
young man who walked
into Gold:nen', Pawn
Shop recently with a longbarrel 38-caliber pistol to
trade' for a snub-nosed
model
-Take it to the gun
show and get nd of it,"

Put your eggs
in a NEW basket!

she advised

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

MONEY
MARKET
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INVESTMENT ACCOUNT
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GEE I HOPE THIS PACKAGE \
DOESN'T HAvE. A e•ome
OR A MONSTE fk IN r

GASP!iT's EVEN WORSE THAN
MY MOST HiPEOUS FEARS!

--A I-

11'5 ANOTHER SWEATER )
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DEAR ABBY This is in response to "Prepared for the
Worst.- the woman with MS imultiple sclerooisi who was
told by her doctor that eventually ihe would be paralyzed
and confined to a wheelchair How right you were to tell
her not to accept her doctor's gloomy prognosis She was
debating whether to tell her 13 year old about her disease
in the hope that she might be more cooperative and
understanding - yet she didn't want to frighten or upset
her younger children
I think all her children should be told
She should also contact her local MS society Members
will invite her to meetings, put her in touch with other MS
victims and provide her with a lot of helpful information.
-Prepared for the Worst- should also read 'ISSi.kosorisuit
of Hope," an excellent and inspiring hook by Miriam
Ofienberg, a journalist with MS
I know firsthand about MS because I have it, too My
TS year old. daughter and II year old son were told what I
have and how-they can help They are among my greatest
assets Without their help and my husband's constant
assurance, I wouldn't be able to do the things I do today
I'm a subetitute teacher, Brownie leader, team mom for
my son's baseball team and active an my church and PTA
I manage to keep my home going and keep up a moder
ately active social life I realize that someday I could be
paralyzed and in a wheelchair Hut right now I am not,
and I intend to use to the fullest everything I have. Every
day I fight to keep my body n ts feet and walking It's a
struggle, hut it's well worth the effort when I see what I
can still accomplish
PAT HERMAN, OXNARD, CALIF
DEAR PAT: Thank you for • wonderful letter. I
received hundreds of letters from those with 218,
and all were in complete agreement that no one
should expect the worst and resign hiainiereelf to•
wheelchair. They also told me that telling the
children and asking for their help will being the
family closer together.
For those who want more information about MS,
write to the National MS Society, 206 E 42nd St.,
New York, N.Y. 10017. It I. a non-profit organiza-

N
•

tion, so please enclose • long. etaiespod. Golfaddressed envelope.

411161546.
1 CARRY THIS,.IN CASE I'M 8t7rHERBV.1
RIFFRAFF.
Juii6LE CifiTieRS..

•••

DEAR ABBY. I reed with interest the letter signed
"Prime." She's the woman who wag reluctant to submit to
• premarital me performance test to be "graded" like
aide of beef.
Prime has•elbow. and it's not good. This fellow be eery
consseresal and there is no utility in keeping him. 8be
shoulecal and mo
Sign me
HIGH GRADE
• DEAR HIGH: You have•legitimate beat Twoold
Ow•pleemer• to meat you.
osir

•••

•

Brown reports

DEAR ABBY A (newt told me that a couple of years
ago you ran a letter.from a woman who had just learned
FRANKFORT, Ky.
that she had multiple sclerosis and was debating whether (AP) -- Gov. John Y.
to sell her young daughter, fearing it might upset her. My
Brown Jr. says that in
friend said you responded by printing a very helpful letter
years of his adthree
from another woman who had fared the same problem
Abby, please find that letter and run at again I need it ministration, Kentucky
because my sister has just been diagnosed as having MS, has obtained eight times
the amount of manufacand she's in the identical situation Thank you
CONCERNED SISTER turing of the previous

/
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Diagnosis of M.S.
Doesn't Spell Doom

three years.
In what the governor
called an update on
economic development,
he said that at the present
pace, the administration
should exceed in four
years the amount of new
and expanded manufacturing investment accomplished during the entire decade of the 1970s.
Since 1900, almost $4
billion of investment and
38,000 jobs have been announced compared with
84.3 billion in the previous
decade, he said Monday.
The investment in new
plants totals $1.8 billion
compared with $205
million in the prior three
years,the governor said.

Layoffs avoided
ASHI.A.4D, Ky. i AP I
- The Ashland district of
General Telephone Co.
has moved some
maintenance personnel to
construction work, placing new poles and ca.ble,
in an effort to avoid

layoffs, said Bob Hood,
district manager.
A company committee
is reviewing the number
of employees in the
Ashland district, with
about MO employees, the
Morehead district, which
has more than 50, and the
Huard district. which
hu about 26.
— There's still a
chance" of layoffs, Hood
said."but there's less of a
dance than these was a
month ago.
• "To date, there have
been no forced reductions
in the Ashland dietrict,"
he said. Its entirely
possible that we could do
this with forced redisclions and survive;
weather the deem, yes
neliddiay."
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2. NOW
"NatWest Life d Accideat's IRA rem
goorsefte ye" oaf
• per spews* • retire•
• meet imams yea can't
• eatIlve1"

• lary hove special •
•
your
prices
for
Conte
on
Tots
Tiny
•
in during Morch
CARTER STUDIO
751 8:44
rraa

Reminder! Contribute
to your Politic al Party
on Income Ta• Return
$I 00 for State Political
SO for Local
Party
Political Party

Ballons for all oc
casions, Happy Birth
Get
day, Anniversary
Well it's a boy Its a
Girl, many more also
Garfield
Smurfs. E T
Phone 436 $894 for in
formation and prices
These are Helium In
Hated Mvlar ballons

M&G Complete Glass
Co has all types of glass
mirrors and plexiglass
Cut to all sizes and
Shapes We install store
fronts, replace
aluminum doors.
closers. hinges, locks
We
and weatherstrips
install auto glass, fix
storm windows, storm
doors and patio door
Make up Show
glass
cases and picture
frames M&G Glass, 816
Coldwater Rd 753 0180

Vernons
Western
Store
Olympic-Plus

One rack of
selected shirts and
lockets. Reduced
to

90
Hrs. 9-9 Deily
1-6 Sunday

Ed Jennings
Box 64
Murroy Ky
42071

Lazy Men's
Way To Riches
I premise you that
yea will net be
bored hearing
@beet this. If you
elnedy have a job
rpm wiN profit by
It end if you en
out of work it will
be a giant step for
you. Just come
and hoer oboist
this and have
anytime yea like.
Rat you will went
to boar it eN.
Come to the
private dining
ream at lig Joe's
Restaurant, Merck
88,7:30 P.M.
S. Lost and Found
Lost black and tan lull
grown female Dober
man, family pet Please
call 435 4597
Reward
offered
Lost young female cat
near N
6th and 7th,
fluffy white with tabby
stripe marks on face
and tail Reward 753
5531

6. Help Wanted
Church Nursery Worker
needed for church ser
For information
vice
call 753 6731 after ip m
General Sales Manager
We offer a challenging
Position with excellent
growth potential salary
company
plus bonus
car, expense account
Extentive training
program and (rival,'
benefits Responible for
sales, marketing
strategies and de
velopment of personnel
Advancement depends
On your performance
and desire to move
Degree in
ahead
marketing or business
preferred Send resume
and include salary his
tory to P 0 Box 10.40A
Murray

:11111'
NOUSE FOR SALE
Located 14 mile from lake. Partially
Completed 2 bedroom home ready to
complete as you want. Owner must sell
and will finance. Call 759-1405.
ATTENTION: WOMEN AND MEN
If you wont on opportunity that comes rarely in o
person's lifetime then you owe it to yourself to
investigate.
1. If you are above ovorogo/CAREER MINDED
2. Neat Appeoronce/HIGHLY MOTIVATED
3. Aggressive with outgoing personolity •
1. Over 25 (or responsible)/SELF STARTER
S. High School groduote minimum with working
experienCe or college degree.
6. Must be out of town 5 nights per week.
OLAN MILLS PORTRAIT STUDIOS has immediate
openings for mature, professional soles-oriented
women and men that need to.earn 115,000.00
and up per year. $300.00 per week while in
trolling with motel expenses, car allowance and
corp. benefits. For personal interview call John C.
Hall TOLL FREE at 1-500-513-5940 or 1-500543-5921, Monday through Thursday. between
.0.1. M/F
8:00 o.ns.-1:30 p.m. ONLY!

PASSWE AN SILAI NNE NUNS
Espanola* Wiper albsddsr. Car
traded or Ismiy. Tripp Williams 431-2415,
SPlitmi hal Est* Brim.

Help Wanted
GOVERNMENT _JOBS
AB Dick Mimeograph
var•ous positions and Supplies. good
available thrOugh local 'Condition
complete
government agencies
pkg $175 Call 753 7781
S70.000 to t50.000 Wen
Call (refundabio Baby chocks for sale
till
Calf age 2724.
I 16191 569 0304 dept
KY114 for your 1903 F irewood $2250 a r•ck
directory 24 firs
Call 753 3781 after Sp m
44.40+4. eller.es 375
PROCESS !WAIL AT
CCA. $39 99 •scrionge
HOME' $75 per hun
1349 99 en
SOO C C A
dred
No experience
Trolling Bat
change
Part or fur, time Start
?tries
27 series 105
Details
Immediately
151 99
Wallin
If addressed •mg1
send
Hardware Paris
stamped envelope to
Martin Houses
6
C R I 530. P0 Box 45
rooms $77 99 12 rooms
Stuart. FL 334195
533 99 11 rooms 144 99
SUMMER SWIM
24 rooms $5999 Wallin
TEAM COACH WAN
Hardware Paris
Monday Friday
TED
Mr Art (oiler tor hires
2 Mrs per day June
Send resume to vOu chance to get an
July
orginal ken Holland
Rt
7
Janie Winn
painting $W 3111 2603
Mayfield. Ky 47066
Reminder • Conf7i-bute
Manager
Sales
Consideration to your Poiid, al Part.,
Trainee
given to experience in On Income Ta• Return
$1 00 for ',tate Politic at
insurers(' sales adver
50 for Loc al
losing, Public Relations Party
with mull, level Political Party
Corn
organization
SEASONED
munications or Journal FIREWOOD Call John
MaiOr Must have late Rover 753 0331
model car and capital Seasoned firevvOod for
for 30 to 45 days $7S 000 sale Call 753 3011
year for the right
per
Storage Budding tor
person Send resume to
very nice
sale
12k 14
S & S Company. P0
lots of storage in top
Lexington
Box 17061
After 4 30 p m 1%3 4914
Ky. 40104
Tillers Shp chain drive
We are expanding our
Br iggS and Stratton
need
force
and
sales
engine
57.49 99 lAralicrt
ve good sales men and
Hardware Par...
with
women m this area
assets in an excess $200
million dollars
Our 25. Business Services
national company is
expanding its sales
40DGES TAX SERVICE
force We are searching
Qualified r e
new prepertng in•
presentatives who can
divisive!, business,
produce results We will
other
end
farm
train people with
potential sales ability
rearm. 1104 Pope,
You ran earn up to $350
Mertey. 759-1425
per week and go on up
Annual
from there
earning of 15 to 70 000
dollars or more are not 17. Mobile Home Sales
Call 502 443
unusual
17x60 Mobile Home. 3
1510 or send resume to
bedrooms. 1', bath
Reserve Life Insurance
7538617 _
CO P 0 7665 Paducah
1975 Lawrence
Ky 42001
excellent condition,
underpinned, storage
building after 4 30p m
753 4914

1

SALES- MONEY
MEN-WOMEN

Help enuretic
hildren unlimited
S - travel work
d end make
25,000 to
40,000 S year
0111IlliSti011.
Call
1-800-126-4875
r 1-100-826826.

2400 CARTS
SvettitaMVAIPA Mosso

MOMS*TAPES•STEREO
b

newly
Al? or 3 BR
natural gas
furnished
or electric heat Shady
Oaks 753 5709
See
Trailer for rent
Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Court
Two bedroom. 12x60
located S miles north of
Murray. SI40 month
plus deposit Call 753
4661
Two bedroom all elec
tric furnished Mobile
home 1 5 miles east of
Murray on private lot
$100 deposit. SI20 rent
753 9879
Two bedroom trailer. '
mile South of Almo
Heights on old 611
753 5618

9. Situation•Wanted
Experienced Typist
Will do typing in my
efficient
nome
Fast
and reasonable
753 7432
Will keep and care for
elderly lady in our
experience and
home
Call
references
753 6392
Will to odd lobs. house
Jean, baby sitting, etc
Call 162 42S3

14. Want to Buy
1800
American coins
through 1965 Call 753
6784
Good Used riding lawn
mower /53 3696

IS. Articles for Sale
1981 John Deere 16 hp
mower deck riding
1982
$2,000
mower
Case, 14 hp 3111" mower
Both in
deck. 52.400
Must
good condition
sell to purchase larger
commerical equipment
Call Countryside Nurs
ery. 753 3186
Set of Collier Encyclo
dedia with Junior
Classic with bookcase
Polaroid One Step
Camera 753 17/0

16. Home Furnishings
Oak Chefrobe with Be
'yin Mirror. SITS Oak
glass door pie safe. sns

After xp m 7936399.
Water bed, dresser,
night stand. 2 years old
437 029

19. Farm Equipment
I3S Massey Ferguson
Tractor, 400 hours, new
condition_ 753 4319 or
153 MO
100 international Hy
Call Mayfield,
Boy
34$21MI
Used 2 Row Ford Plan
for, nice Stokes Trac
tor, Industrial Rd 153"
1311

21 Exterminating

ATAR 1 CARTS
4
woot.E
511:0

Home Rentals
• 21. Mobile
_

30. Business Rentals

36. For Rent or Lease
•
WANT TO
(IASI.
DARE FIRECI
TOBACCO BASE

759 1733
For rent ''or age t,ar
ingwre at
8911. 13•110
interstate Batter y

31. Livestock Supplies
Three pet goats tor sale
$SO 436 54)5
Three rg stereo Angus
Bulls
11 months old
Call 437 416S

31. Pets Supylies
AK C Bassett Hound
Puppes
n.smpion
Bloodhnes
Also AK C
1 . rY
0' 7 female
Bassett hinund Spayed
good f,,"., pet
'53
1116 after 1
A6C Cu, icr spa niei
puppies 'Si 1096
•

43. Real Estate
Perdern &

Thames,

insterence &
Reel Estate
&Wiwi& Ceert Sq.
Merrily, Iteetedy
753-4451

_
M.Homesfor Sale

• A 0 v entur e .n
above c .ty noses and
crowds
I here ,s ei
citemen1 in every room
of th,s rdmbtnG one
story girded *dr+ pro
ches
garden anT
tower
har ,1940005
Dial /53 1467 and ask
Centur,
v 21 to snow you
this adventure rhai LA)
came on the
ar
.
t"
wee'
v 11
Loretta Jobs weaitora
;spore,.afes •,1ccI t. 311
ing 75) 1497
By Owner
I bedroom
ate-1
bath ho"-.'
at 1616 Oak",•
ye n
We'S'11i0041 'or' has haw
board heat ,irdt ar
onddior l/r•r l•veo
one year Ca,,s16515
re
Br ,;:),N ner ne.r., 1
modeled rao “or y
wood frame hou ii,e
basement dit•asie
he al
firepla r
berfrOOm
1
.•
;
••
per, ent
!
loan " loSe
33 COC
,h •
but,nesses
after 5 dO p ir
•S"ra flu, e hr. 11
tor
.t v
r
lO a,ed
onven ,ent shot,•;.•
1.
"
House is in
ondit,on yv-fh 1 11 /.4
(lining room anit q,;•
Ade Well ,nsulated do
naturai gas rnean lw
Owner
uti_lAity 0, 11%
• r', 'ii ifl
5 availabie
dr
-,y
ed- vi
3.• 000
Call
Realty Assoi 1S I I/74

1‘111111111RWRIEM01
.
.
11 1,
STROUT
REALTY
°Mee Gear re Crest
briers how I verywkw•
1•161614 Service Siam 1900
1917 Coilltstettre fowl
Wormy, lisetimity 17071
1512)753 1116
Ilarewl•
101 I 611911001
ertiew
11•1111,41

New and r,
different listing in Can
Be
ter bur y F states
autitut -custom 'butt, 4
bath Col
bedroom. 1
°Mal F arm Style norne
P e g g.e d hard 94 o o .1
r
floors
C u,S1OCT1 bud/ 1.'1' h err
pan't
TWO (le' a%
rnirrowave
tor outdoor en.oyn'•-•
KOPPE RUE) RE
153 $172

Min
Wareham
Storage Specs
Far Rest
753-1751
Ideal location for any
retail business or pro
fesstonal office use 1250
per month Contact Bill
Kopperud. 753 1272
A lot for house trailer
within 3 or 4 miles city
limits Call 492 8345
Two or 1 bedroom house
Washer ,
in county
stove
dryer nook up
492
and refrigerator
6925 after 10 a m

p. Apts. For Rent
Clean 7 bedroom apt
for rent near hospital
Ma
partly furnished
lure lady desired 753
1314
Furnished Apt I or 7
Zimmerman
bedroom
Apartments South 16th
753 6609
Nice furnished 2 bed
room apt , no pets.
Call
deposit required
753 $731
One or two bedrooms
apts . near downtown
Murray
153 4109, 767
6630 or 436 7644
Small two bedroom opt
near University S110 a
month 753 5992
Two bedroom duplex.
1 300 Peggy Ann
Murray 45211721

13. Roansfor Rent
Girls rooms for rent. 1
block from University
753 1817 or 759 MO

34. Howestor Rent
Two isedrOOM, all elec
tric unturniShIPCI home.
1200 deposit. $775 rent
Newly reconstructed on
inside and nothing on
the market today corn
pares for this price
Yarn.
Two bedroom house in
.14etel. stove. rOrigera
tor and • partly fur
MAW.75346•1
Two bedroom.. carpet
with Wove. refrigerator,
air condition. gas or
e lectric heat,
1111411/nsonth, deposit
r01111/1e0d, no pets. 753
59,1.

1968 C-amaro s
Special .lr 12 Doel,rrri
7)9 1718
19611 Camaro 4, 'pr-el
; 1
good . ''
and

P•

air ,
rondo

•
S'

good
Call asv nr)
19/1 Camaro
AM f- N assette
66 000 miles Si 13u
761 4453 or 782 6711
1479 Camaro
',port
PS
il
AM f M I • • ,
maspeed
r

435-4152

en,10,,,ofc

I

1

9 ,4 C 0 171 11
y e1i0y.
t hp%
da 7.• •
39,.. 4.41 v..,
• 4. ••
;•,,,
56C I
'53 1466
S
492
1

FOR
SALE
1916 Mercury
Montego MX 4 door,
red, no rust, extra
dean. PS. PB.
$1595.
Harmon

Three Re/reels frame beam es 121 West el CMhector. Gas heat geed well, tire 'temp Mew
es 3/1 we.$15,84111.

, Pines 435-4426

NI

and

353-1113
BAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING

461

only 06• square

14$'

for

I
CNN CNN
titiaY SUP
1124712
I
4354341

foot

normal cleaning

Free Estimates
759 1983

wr ,1,, •
,•1 1

row;

Ves

1 11 1 1

.4,

flt,, , •
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stops punting
Jock Glover
753 1573

JC & C
COMPANY
Siding: Vinyl, Aluminum t Steel
SO Year Warranty
Overhang: Aluminum 30 Warranty
Roofing: Steel & Aluminum
Standing Seam Steel Roof
Aluminum Storm Windows/doors
Free Estimates
Cal Today 759-1600
Day!Night

The 8th , Annual
Gigantic Consignment
JACKSON PURCHASE
FARM MACHINERY

AUCTION
SATURDAY, MARCH 12th
At The Farigrounds

MAYFIELD, KY.
A Good Place For Buyer And Seller To Meet"
Consign Your Sutplus Machinery
To This Sale"
If you have machinery for sale or
you are in need of some good
used machine. then mark your
calender now and plan to attend
this auction"
It

The Auction Company Will Have A Repro
sentalive On The Grounds Thursday And
Friday Prior To Sale To Unload And
Check In Your Machinery Consignments
Winne Accepted Until Sale Time"

We Welcome You As A Buyer,
Seller, Or Visitor.

JAMES R. CASH
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Richardson funeral today
Kenton Kohr
rites today
The funeral for Kenton
E. Kohr is today at 2 p.m
M the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
The Rev. Omar Jenkins is
officiating. Mrs. Otto ErWin £1 organue.
Pallbearers are Max
end Elmo Bonner, SherMan Becker. Jim Hart.
Jack Covey, David
Phillips and Mark L.
Childs.
Burial will follow in
Barnett Cemetery with
military rites by. a unit
from Fort Campbell
Mr Kohr,58, Rt 8. died
Sunday at 2.20 am at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital
He is survived by his
mother. Mrs Sallie Kohr,
and one son. Kenneth J
Kohr, Murray. step
daughter. Mrs James
Crooks. Grand Rapids,
Mich , two grandchildren

Morris' rites
Wednesday

Mr. Workman dies Tuesday
Raymond Workman.
80, 806 South Ninth St..
died Monday at 12:40
p.m. at -Murray-Calloway
County Hospital where he
had been hospitalized for
five weeks.
The Murray man was a
retired farmer and also a
retired employee of the
Murray Division of the
Tappan Company. He
was a member of the
West Fork Baptist
Church.
Born March 30. 1902. in
Calloway County, he was
the son of the late Joseph
Thomas Workman and
Margaret Melissa Jones
Workman
He was
preceded in death by one
sister, Mrs. Eula Mae
Doherty, and three
brothers, Huron. John
and Otis Workman.
Survivors are his wife.
Mrs. Hazel Beach
Workman, to whom he
was married on Feb. 20.
192e one daughter, Mrs
James V ; Nella Jean ;
Edwards, Sedalia. Mo.;
two grandchildren. Jeffrey 1.ynn Edwards and
wife, Nancy,Sedalia. and
Mrs. Mark ; Jeanne Von'
Holmes, Oklahoma City.

Okla.; one greatgranddaughter. Angela
Lynn Edwards.
Also surviving are one
ton
.Se
sister, Mrs.
VenetaaMurray; two
brothers. W.T Workman,
Lake Havasu, Ariz.. and
Earl E. Workman,
Ridgecrest, Calif.,
brothers and staters-inlaw, A.A Doherty, Mrs.
Myrtle W Jordan and
Mr. and Mrs. Twyman
Edwards. all of Calloway
County
The funeral will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m in
the chapel of Blakockcojernan Funeral Home.
The Rev Wayne Carter
and the Rev C J Dexter
will officiate Music will
be by Alvin Usrey and
Joe Pat James. soloists,
and Mrs Janet Arnold,
organist
Pallbearers will be
Jimmy Edwards. Eddie.
Max and Ralph
Workman, Steve Sexton
and J.B. Burkeen. all
nephews.
Burial will follow in
West Fork Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 4 p.m.
today I Tuesday 1.

Mr. Harrison
dies Tuesday
Charles Harrison, 66,
New Concord, died Monday at 9:21 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was stricken
ill while bowling at Corvette Lanes.
Mr. Harrison had been
a yard foreman for
Louisville and Nashville
Railroad Co.
Born Aug: II, 1916. in
Chattanooga. Tenn.. he
was the son of the late
Dave Harrison and
Madeliane lamb Harrison.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Ruth Finney
Harrison; two daughters,
Mrs. Robert +Judith!
Beatty and Mrs.
(Donna Taylor, and one
brother, James Mean I
Harrison, all of
Evansville. Ind.; four
grandchildren; one
great-grandchild.
J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home had charge of local
arrangements.
The body has been
transferred to the Alexander Funeral Home.
2115 Lincoln Ave..
Evansville,Ind.

Final rites for larence
Morris will be Wednesday at 1 um in the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home The Rev..
R.J Burpoe will officiate
Mrs Oneida White will be
organist and soloist
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT INVESTMENTS
Nephews will serve as
pallbearers. Burial will
follow in the McCuiston
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home
Prices furnished by First of
Goodyear
. .31 unc
Mr Morns. 83, Ht. 3, Michigan, Woodman Bldg
Gulf Oil. .
3234 unc
died Monday at 4:50 am Industria Average
I.B.M. , .
.. 103 unc
l
.
-3.68
at Murray -Calloway.
JC Penney
..5512 -7 P.
Air
Products
4612 -12
(*ounty Hospital
_
Jerico
211211211 2A
.1.
He is survived by one American Motors
Johnson & Johnson .
.451
. -L.:
Ashland
..
3112 -to •
daughter, Mrs Mutt
Kmart
UN'
-I n
651
.
Williams, Ht. 3;., three American Telephone
Mary Kay Cosm
4-11.
6514
Chrysler
1612 .
granddaughters, Mrs
Penwalt.............36'i -12
• 41a. • 12
Bobbie Campbell, Mrs Dupont
Quaker Oats
4572
Ford
40 env
Richard Sims and Mrs
Texaco
3312 um.
G
A
IF
1532 -'2
Donna Darling, two
S. Tobacco
2512
-• 1.
411s -'•
great-grandchildren. 1;eneralltybamics
Wal Mart
5312
General
Motors
60111_,.-1
Chip Campbell and
Wendy's
...1712
3412 -12
Austin Sims; two sisters, General Tire
Wetterau
..1712B 1732A
Goodrich
3612 *Ili
Mrs Vesta Wallace,
C.E.F. Yield
8 34
Clarksville. Tenn. and
Mrs Vida Gardner.
Mooresville, Ind.; one
STOCKS
MUNICIPAL BONDS
MUlAl FUNDS
brother. Fred Morris,
PAIMITIR
WYE
TORK
STOCK
IT(SANGI
MIPABIR SiPC
Hillsboro. M.

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Stock market

Hog market

Services for Marcus G. South Eighth St, died
Richardson were today at Saturday at 9.30 p.m. at
11 a.m in the chapel of Murray-Calloway County
Blalock -Coleman Hospital.
Funeral Home. John Dale
He is survived by his
and Henry Hargis of- wife. Mrs. Marl= West
ficiated Jerry Bolls Richardson; one
directed the singing.
daughter, Mrs. Gene
Pallbearers were Bogard, Plant City. Fla.;
Charles Olree, Gene Alpe son, Charles RichardMcDougal. Johnny son. Murray: two sisters.
Bohannon, Jim Wilson, Mrs. 011ie Verhioe and
Joe Thornton and Glen Mils Molly Richardson,
Gtbba. Burial was in Mur- and one brother, Lee W.
ray City Cemetery.
Richardson. Nashville.
Mr Richardson, 79, 407 'Tenn.; six grandchildren.
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Preferred
drivers
deserve
preferred
rates

1;1

1978 Caprice Classic

There should

be special car insurance for
more mature safer drivers

2 tone silver. power steering, red interior
power brakes 48XXX miles, air condo

Now there is
It s State Auto Companies Medalist Auto
policy

Tion,nq

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

The rates are lower The coverages are
broader
if you have been accident-tree for three
years and are at least 25 years old,
you are
qualified to become a Medalist
policyholder
enjoying special, reduced rates
And it you are middle-aged (45-64) you ft get
the biggest rate break °Call
What's more, as a Medalist policyholder you
are not charged for your first accident That's
eftective immediately, too There o no three
year waiting penod to qualify, once you own
a Medalist policy
Call us about this car insurance breakthrough
for safe drivers

PURDOM &
THURMAN .
INSURANCE
407 Maple
753-4451
I' t('.

753-2617

Bar-B-Q Plate

'r

Bar B-0
French Fries
Baked Beans
Slow 8. Med Drink

French Fries

Prices Geed Thrsigh 3-10 Osly
•
i

1111

•4\..

' Ceiromiett Dri2e-tip Window
Ono 7 Days aWeek

XXA

(T.1.'s BAR-B-U.1534045

:chtstist SI

Store Hours
Bit AIR SHOPPING CENTER
Mon. Thru Fri. 7.00 am. till 5-00 p.m.
PHONE 753 3612
Sat 7.00 a.m. till 11:00 a.m.

Hy-Klas Paint Sale

1983 Showing

Delta Faucets New Products
Sat. Mar. 12th
Factory Representative
In Oar Store To Show
The 1983 New Line

30%

OffOn
Any Delta Faucets
Purchased That Day
WIN

Win A Fret CA. Radio
Women, Win Ono Of Deltas
Award Collection Faucets

e.00..
Free Coffee & Dawns
Meet le Om 16!,.. Ts

Murray Supply Co.
201 I. Male

$299

, Large Bar- B-Q Sandwich

State Auto
Insuranco Compartios

NFr..,

641 S. Murray

4
0fA
k\
:

BEL-AIR DECOR
Etz'a

Remember To Sign Up For Our faint Clinic. Come he Or Call
Mast Nave Resenration. Clinic Will Be Held March 15th
Tuesday Night At 7:00 P.M. Must Sign Up Soon.

calendar was introduced in
Catholic countries in 1582

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

Interior Latex Paint
Lowest Prices
Proff-Formal
Quick & Easy $92Ei
Latex Flat Wall'11 .1.•
Latex Enamel $10"6.1
Latex Enamel $15"G.i
urry While Sale Last
Del Mar Extends Their Sale

CALENDAR
The (;regortan

153-3361

